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In February 2017 the post of the editor-in-chief
passed from Markéta Šonková to me, Blanka
Šustrová, together with words of relief and caution.
Hopefully, there is not too much to worry about!
Although I am new to this post, I am not new to
the magazine. As one of its founding members, I
have already worked my way through six issues .
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Building a Bridge between
Theory and Practice
An Interview with Justin Hall
by Blanka Šustrová

What was your first contact with comics? A humorous strip in the newspaper or a comics magazine you persuaded your parent to buy for you? Justin Hall, a cartoonist and an Assistant Professor in Comics at the California College of Arts, grew up with comics. Thanks to the Fulbright Program, he came to the Department of
English and American Studies last year and taught a course on comics, which is still a rather new academic
field. Being a creator as well as a scholar, his goal is to build a bridge between these two worlds of theory and
practice. Read on and discover the origins of comics, Justin Hall’s own work, how the medium might evolve in
the near future and enjoy the recommendations.
What do you teach at the California College of Arts?
I teach a course called The Introduction to the
Graphic Novel, that one is for undergraduates. They
read graphic novels and I do lectures on history,
explain how comics work as a medium, what are
text-image relationships and then they make a lot
of comics. The students have to make two major
projects, a mini comic in the mid-term and a final
collaborative comic.
The college started a Master of Fine Arts in comics 3 years ago and for that I teach The History
and Cultural Context of Comics - that is, everything from North American comics, to European comics, to Japanese manga. It is a huge course.

It is so new as a field that we do not
really know what the canon is. So
when I teach the history of comics, it
is just my research. It is exciting but
it is also a tremendous amount of responsibility.
I also do one-on-one mentoring with my students.
It is tricky teaching comics because there are no
textbooks yet. It is so new as a field that we do not
really know what the canon is. So when I teach the
history of comics, it is just my research. It is exciting but it is also a tremendous amount of responsibility.

The idea there will be professional
critics coming to us and theorising
about our work is rather new to us.
Instead of writing a thesis, the students make art?
Yes, their thesis is a graphic novel or some other
major project in comics format. The academic work
around comics has just started, it is an interesting
field that is developing, but it is very odd for cartoonists because we are so used to being ignored.
If you are a painter or a playwright, you expect
that if you do well, your work will be reviewed and
analyzed by people who do not actually paint and
write plays, by critics and academics who are not
themselves practitioners – that has never been true
of comics before. So now all these academics are
suddenly interested in comics.
I got a teacher contacting me about a story I have
done in the No Straight Lines anthology, and sent
me a list of questions his graduate students had
come up about my piece and I was very surprised.
I thought, why do they care? They are not cartoonists! (laugh) We are so used to have only comics
professionals and fans care about comic books that
the idea there will be professional critics coming
to us and theorising about our work is rather new
to us.
It is probably because of where the medium comes
from. There will always be a huge platform for litera-
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ture studies and art studies, but these are considered
“high culture“. But comics came from satirical cartoons from newspaper in 19th century. And newspapers are a medium for the masses. In the 1930s
comic superheroes emerged, whose target group
were children and young teenagers and I think that
at least here in the Czech Republic most people think
that comics are for children or the child-like.
Yes, this is even embeded in the words we use. We
call them comics, comic books, comic strips, and
that comes out of the idea of the “funny pages,”
which were the comic strips of the newspapers,

We call them comics, comic books,
comic strips, and that comes out of
the idea of the “funny pages,” which
were the comic strips of the newspapers, the humorous stips. Most comics now are not for children and are
not funny.
the humorous stips. Most comics now are not for
children and are not funny. But we are stuck with
this language around it, which is very problematic. The same thing applies to manga, the term for
Japanese comics. It means “whimsical pictures,”
or “silly pictures.” Hokusai, the painter and printmaker living in the Edo period in the 18th and
19th century, was the one who actually developed
the term.
However, there was a movement in Japan in
the 1960s and 70s to create the term gekiga, which
means “dramatic pictures.” And around the same
time in the US, Will Eisner came up with the term
“graphic novel,” but that is a problematic term as
well because not all comics are fiction and therefore not “novels.” You have something like Alison
Bechdel’s Fun Home, which is one of the greatest memoirs ever made, or Persepolis by Marjane
Satrapi – are these “graphic novel memoirs?” Or
simply “graphic memoirs?” It gets confusing!
Therefore, in the California College of Fine Arts we
decided to call our program an MFA in Comics, as
that’s the easiest term for most people, and the least
pretentious.

There is not only a problem with genre but also with
formal aspects of the comics, like length for example.
Exactly. Comics can incorporate book-sized works
like graphic novels, or serialized monthly magazines, comic strips in a newspaper, satirical editorial cartoons – those are all comics, coming from
the same basic form. The difference between them
is quite large. If you think about poetry: it could be
the epic poetry of Homer, but it could also be a haiku! You have these tremendous variations in form,
and the same goes with comics. It is imperfect to
use the word “comics” but it is the best we currently
have in English. The best term for it is the French
term bande dessinée, which means illustrated strip
– it is not about the genre, not about the content,
it is about the form of the medium. Unfortunately,
in English we are stuck with comics, but we have
embraced it. And I actually love the low-brow
roots of the form. It gives me a lot of pride and joy.
The artificial distinctions between higher and
lower culture drive me crazy.
You are a true postmodern man!
(Laugh) I think the world is getting more sophisticated with that. The Japanese are way ahead of us. I
remember going to see Japanese fine art in a gallery
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and there were a lot of things inspired by manga.
One of the biographies of the artists said she was
a failed manga artist. She tried to do manga, but it
did not work so she became a fine artist, a painter,
instead. You would never see that in an American
gallery. “I wanted to be a cartoonist but I was not
good enough for it, I did not have enough skill so
I became a painter instead” (laugh). Comics are
stuck in this weird limbo where it is on the one
hand associated with children’s material, and low-brow material, so people think of it as a low art.
On the other hand, it is extremely difficult to make.
You have to be a writer, an illustrator, a designer,
a calligrapher, and a book designer – for one person
to create a comic on their own it is tremendously
difficult. But it does not require a lot of resources. It
is very DIY (do-it-yourself). You only need a piece
of paper, a pen, and a photocopy machine.
Is that how you started?
I come out of a punk scene, a “mini-comic”
(hand-produced comics) scene – and that was
what we did. I was making little handmade books,
photocopying, stapling by hand. And I would swap
these and sell these in independent comic book
shows. Unlike in the world of literature, where they
look down on self-publishing, in the comics world
it is the sign of street cred. Everybody did it at one
point. I have a publisher now but I still enjoy doing
handcrafted magazines. It connects me to fans in a
different way. I love that kind of punk rock aesthetic
to comics. I was interviewing Alison Bechdel
because I am doing a film about queer comics and
she said she got into comics because there was
no pressure. You would make something, people
would accept it and you would get better eventually.
And her early stuff was terrible. As you go through
the process, you are forgiven a lot, the community
is very supportive and you can get better at your
own pace. I love that about the comics community.
If you do it yourself, the punk style way, can you find
enough audience with the big companies producing
hundreds of comics, like Marvel or DC? Surely you
cannot live from it.
I was never able to make a living out of comics.
That is why I started to teach. I am also a massage
therapist, which is how I would make my money
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before I became a professor. I have been making
comics from 2001 and out of the generation of
the early 2000s, some of my friends are making
a living out of it now. I am happy about where I am
in the sense that I do not have to make a living out
of it so I can make the weird work I want to make.
A lot of it is really gay, a lot of it is really strange,
and I do not have to worry about if I am able to sell it.
It is a good thing when a hobby does not become
work.
Yes, because my friends who make a living out of
it have to think a bit more about production, deadlines, and the market. It is very difficult to make
a living in underground or alternative comics.
You know, there is a set of historical accidents that
happened in the US that led to the fact the comics
is a medium dominated completely by one genre,
namely superheroes.
It is incredibly weird. I grew up with superhero
comics, but like every indie comics creator, I have
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a love-hate relationship with them. They are amazing, bizarre, and interesting. They say a lot about
American history, culture and identity, because
they are very distinctly American. Still, working
in a field that is 80-90% one genre is ridiculous.
Imagine working in the film industry if 90% of
films were westerns! I mean – westerns are fine, but
why? How is that possible? It has gotten better now,
but for years I would say, I am making comics, and
people would assume – oh, you are making superheroes. They would immediately assume that. I
had to constantly fight against the embedded opinion that comics were either for kids or superhero
comics. It was exhausting.
I guess these assumptions have a specific reason.
Superheroes such as the Shadow or the Green
Hornet were developed in the early 1930s in serialized radio shows. Then, in 1938, Action Comics
#1 comes out, with Superman on the cover. Taking the idea of superheroes and creating stories
about them in a visual medium was like hitting

Comics were the most popular
medium in the United States then,
bigger than film or television. But
there was a tremendous amount of
social pressure on them as well. It was
the McCarthy era, and there was a lot
of concern that these comics led to
juvenile delinquency.
the jackpot – sales were unbelievable. Then come
Batman, Captain Marvel, Wonder Woman, and
hundreds of other superheroes, all trying to cash
in. Going into World War 2, some of the superheroes
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Well, that sounds a lot like here in the socialist era.

become propagandistic – like Captain America. In
the first issue, he punches Hitler in the jaw. Almost
all of the comic books at that time in US were created by poor Jews living in ghettos in New York.
Jack Kirby and Stan Lee who created Marvel Comics
were Jews – their real names are Jacob Kutzberg
and Stanley Martin Lieber. And Bob Kane who
created Batman is actually Bob Kahn. They would
anglicize their names so they would sound less
“ethnic.”
But at the end of the war, however, superheroes
were over. No one wanted them anymore. Think
about the service men coming out of the war and
the general American population exhausted by
the war, they were growing up and didn’t want
simple superhero stories anymore. So by the end
of the 1940s there were only three superheroes left
– Superman, Batman and Wonder Woman – in
continual publication.

Very much. You could not show any sexual perversions, and all sexuality must lead to the sanctity
of marriage, so romance comics were doomed.
Vampires, zombies, werewolves, and other creatures
were not allowed, so the horror comics all folded.
This thing came down like a hammer. It almost
killed the industry. Half of the publishers went out
of business within a couple of years.
But these restrition were only to comics, not to literature as such.
No, just comics. Because the idea was that comics
are for kids. But the readers in this point were more
in their twenties. Teenagers and early twenties. But
1954 is also the first year a rock’n’roll song got into
the popcharts. And in 1955 Elvis Presley came.
The adults won the comics battle but lost
the rock’n’roll battle.

Were there any other genres published at the end of
1940s and in the 1950s?
There was a massive increase of crime, horror and
romance comics. More women were reading comics.
And the numbers are astounding. There were 150
romance titles on the shelves! Horror comics, war
comics, and westerns were everywhere, and they
were selling well. True Crime, which told dramatized real-life crime stories, was selling about 2,7
million copies per issue at the end of the 1940s.
If an X-Men comic breaks 100 000 copies for
an issue now, that is a big deal. And now we have
twice the population they had back then. Comics
were the most popular medium in the United States
then, bigger than film or television. But there was
a tremendous amount of social pressure on them
as well. It was the McCarthy era, and there was
a lot of concern that these comics led to juvenile
delinquency.
The 1950s were important in America because that
was when we created the teenager as a cultural
category. The idea there is a young adult culture
that is in opposition to the rest of adult culture
– that is very new, that happens after World War
II. And we think of it as a cultural battle around
rock’n’roll, but the first battle was actually about
comics. There were comic book burnings all
over the United States, sponsored by schools and
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churches. And this increased the public and media
hysteria around them. Mind you, comics publishing
was unregulated, there was no Hays Code like for
film. And especially the horror and crime comics
had a psycho shock value. Their covers became
increasingly gruesome and weird. All this
culminated in 1954 when Fredric Wertham
wrote the book Seduction of the Innocent. He was
a psychiatrist who had hated comics for quite
a while. It triggered a U.S. Senate investigation,
which was televised. The prosecution showed
these cover images – one of them is very famous
– a woman with a decapitated head and a guy
holding the head with a bloody axe. Everybody
freaked out. Well, understandably. After that,
the comic book publishers got together to create
something similar to the Hays Code but far more
draconian, an internal industry censorship called
“the Comics Code”. There was a Comics Code
Authority (CCA) seal on the upper right-hand
corner of every American comic book for decades.
When did it end?
In 2011. Archie Comics had it last. It was unbelievably
severe. You could not make fun of an authority
figure, no police person, no official.

There were only a few superheroes left and then
some funny animal comics and Archie. In 1956
editors who have been working in sci-fi reintroduced the superheroes that have been canceled
earlier. They were given new origins and new
identities – like the Flash or the Green Lantern.
Superhero comics expanded and then by 1961 we
have Marvel Comics. Lee and Kirby came out with
Fantastic Four #1 and it just exploded. They did
more complex characterizations and dynamics
between the characters; they helped reimagine
superheroes and breathe new life into them. But
because of this weird history they did not have
a lot of competition. There were no romance
comics anymore. And romance comics used to sell
millions of copies and outsell all the superhero
stuff. As did crime, horror, war, and other genres.
Let us move closer to the present day – what about
the 1980s and 1990s?
The comic book stores started to develop; they
would sell the works that did not have the comic
book seal on them. That opened a market for making and selling different kinds of material, like
underground comics. It allowed for people like
Charles Burns and Daniel Clowes to come up and
do amazing work. And now the bookstore market
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is opening up – that’s also a big deal. Of course,
bookstores are closing down (laugh) but it is
normal to sell comics, or at least larger graphic
novels, there now.
I actually have an iPad big enough to have an entire
page of comics presented on the screen so I now
mostly read single issues on a tablet. But most
tablets are still not good enough. I would say,
though, that graphic novels are still a growing
market in print as well as digitally.
In the past few years we have seen the rise of the web
comic. It is short, it is punny and often very up to
date.
Web comics have their own history. They have
been around pretty much since the internet started.
But they have gotten much more sophisticated.
They have basically taken the place of newspaper
strips. I mean they are not dead yet but they as well
might be. After Calvin and Hobbes ended, looking
at a newspaper strip is just depressing (laugh).
Considering what they were back in the early
1900s, when each comic would get a full page at
the newspaper, which was amazing.
A lot of cartoonists are serializing their big, longform comics on the web and they develop their
fanbase that way, then do a kickstarter to create
a printed collection of the book. Web comics are
opening a whole new area of possibilities.
How do you think the form might evolve?
One of the things I find very interesting about
webcomics is that some people are playing with
what the medium can do, formalistically. They’re
using something called the “infinite canvas”
– you can move between panels in ways that would
not normally be possible on paper. You can have
animated gifs, interactive bits. Some creators are
really pushing what can be defined as comics at all.
But even printed comics are experimenting more,
as the medium becomes more mature and advanced.
You can see that in how comics deal with the concept of time. In film, you get the depiction of time
fed to you, the audience must accept it the way the
director has created it. In comics that is not true.
You have to manipulate the reading experience.
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The distinction between the reality of time and its
depiction allows for a certain plasticity. For example,
there is a comic called The Amazon. It tells the
story of a man who is in the Amazon rainforest
and encounters an indigenous tribe. You see
the action happening in the illustrations, along with
three different text boxes. One of these text boxes
represents the protagonist’s immediate reactions
and thoughts, written in a standard font. The next
text box is in cursive script on lined paper, which
represents what he writes in his notebook at the
end of the day. The third is a text box done in typewriter font that represents segments of the book he
writes about his experiences a year later. It is all
happening on top of itself, all three of these text
boxes representing different time periods but all on
top of the illustrations telling the story in the
moment. In a comic page you can have a huge
number of time frames, lying on top of each other.
You cannot do that in any other medium. It is such
a new medium in a lot of ways, so you can see all
sorts of experimentations with the form. Certainly
Alan Moore has experimented with it. There are
pages of Promethea that can be read from any
direction, or can be folded out and connected and
read in any order.
But actually, I think what will happen that comics as
such will continue and new kinds of hybrid form
will emerge. And that is really exciting. It’s already
started with web comics that employ all these
weird things that would not be impossible on the
printed page.
Adam Ellis does four-panel comics and the fourth
panel is usually an animated gif.
I think that it is incredible. Scott McCloud
created the book Understanding Comics, and that
was the first attempt to really understand how
comics work as a form. He did the book in comics
form itself, which is really amazing. That triggered
the field of academic comics theory. It gives a language
to people who are trying to figure out how text and
image relate to each other. That is incredibly useful
for digital platforms, for all new media. Having
huge blocks of text without any imagery? That
is not going to happen anymore. If you click on
a website and it is a solid text, you will not read
it anymore. With the printing press, it was difficult
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to put pictures into books, you would have to have
another machine for that. But if you look into
the past, we have always had tapestries, illuminated
manuscripts. . . I mean we always tried to combine
imagery with text.
Comics theory creates a platform that will be very
useful for everything from advertising to website
construction to multimedia. There are so many
forms that need to figure out how text and image
and also image and image relate to each other.
Why did you choose the medium? Why not to shoot
films, write screenplays?

Justin Hall is a cartoonist and
an Assistant Professor in Comics
and Writing and Literature at the
California College of Arts (CCA). He
created comic book series called True
Travel Tales, Hard to Swallow (with
Dave Davenport) and Glamazonia.
He is also the editor of a collection
of LGBT comics No Straight Lines:
Four Decades of Queer Comics, which
won a Lambda Literary Award and is
now being made into a feature-length
documentary film. Hall is involved
in non-profit organization Prism
Comics, which is an advocacy group
for LGBT comics and in 2006 he
curated the first museum show
devoted to LGBT cartooning for
San Francisco Cartoon Art Museum.
He lives in San Francisco with his
husband and their pet python.
All the illustrations accompanying
this interview are Justin’s work.

Comics obsessed me when I was a kid and I never
grew out of them. That is how I learned to read.
It was always my favourite. I am definitely a story
teller, I like narrative. I do not really like abstract
art, but I do like stories. And there is something
about how comics approache story and images,
the manipulation of time – which always worked
for me.
Who inspired you? Or who still inspires you?
The Hernandez brothers, who created Love and
Rockets. They continuously blow my mind. I grew
up reading Tintin. It is also great that the more
sophisticated manga is now translated into
English. Looking at the work of Osamu Tezuka is
fascinating. He tried absolutely everything. I would
argue that Tezuka is the most important cartoonist
ever. In Japan, he is called manga no kamisama
– the god of manga.
I also love the more underground stuff, but it has
to have a good narrative. Those formalistic comics
that are getting away from narrative – I’m not that
interested in them.
Do you think about writing a textbook about all this?
Balancing between being in academia and being
a creator – that is what I do a lot. I found out
I really love teaching and there are very few
academics who can make comics and also talk
about them. I think of myself as a bridge between
these two worlds, which is an important thing
right now.
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Fanart Activism
Fan Participation as a Tool for
Representation and Diversity Awareness
by Tereza Walsbergerová

Watching a film or a TV show, listening to a podcast, or reading a book, every once in awhile there comes
a point when one thinks, “dang, I wonder if any character in this will ever look, feel or act like me”. At that
point, many turn to fanfiction – a great source of elaborate studies of minor and supporting characters as
well as alternative scenarios or additional narratives that never “made it” into the original work. Often in
tandem with fanfiction, one may also encounter fanart – certainly a more conspicuous kind of online fan
participation. Not only is fanart more accessible to those who do not want to spend their evenings reading
pages of text, but due to its visual character it has much bigger potential of becoming a special kind of
sociopolitical activist tool by raising awareness about representation and diversity amongst fans of all ages
from all over the world. This article focuses on this specific role of fanart by introducing three different artists
and their works within three different American fandoms.

Active or activist fan(art)
participation
According to Fanlore, a multi-author website
containing the history and terminology of all things
fandom, “the word ‘fanart’ means any amateur art
for a specific TV show, movie, book, or other media
event not owned or created by the artist.” This
may include not only the most common art forms,
like drawings and paintings (both with the use of
traditional and digital media), but also graphic
design and edits, photo-manipulations, gifs and
gif sets, or even knitting, crocheting, and cosplay.
Some may falsely assume that fans of a particular
work are creating “mere” illustrations – especially
when it comes to predominantly book-based fandoms
such as Harry Potter. That is often not the case.
Rather (and similarly to fanfiction), fanartists

Some may falsely assume that fans of
a particular work are creating “mere”
illustrations – especially when it
comes to predominantly book-based
fandoms such as Harry Potter.
create their art in order to “fill in gaps” in the canon
(i.e. the original work), fix those pieces of the canon
that they may dislike, or even create alternative
looks for certain characters.
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around content worlds that may not be explicitly
political in nature, but that can offer resources or
spaces for political engagement.”
Going back to Brough and Shresthova’s
definition of fan activism, it is necessary to address
the word “intentional”. While the consumers of
fanart (i.e. other members of a particular fandom)
might feel mobilised or empowered by a piece,
its author may have not necessarily intended to
create a work that is sociopolitical. The question
then is, should this kind of activity be still
considered activist? According to Brough and
Shresthova, “the political significance [of fan
participation] lies in part in the changes in relations
of power that may occur through [it]”, so it can be
said that as long as there is a shift of power there (no
matter whether it finally ends up in the hands of
the artist or the recipient of the art), the work is in
fact activist.
All in all, fanart definitely occupies a special place
within fan activism as it is capable of gently provoking
change or at least raising important points about
representation and diversity by directly appealing
to the audience’s fondness for certain characters as
well as its aesthetic sensibilities.

POC beauty, genderless fashion,
and queer love
Jay “Tacogrande” is an artist from New Jersey
who describes herself as a lover of (amongst other
things) dogs, gore, 80s aesthetic, Donna Summer,
Blaine Anderson and Santana Lopez,
by Jay “tacogrande”

When then, does an artist cease to be simply
an active participant in a fandom and become
an activist? According to Melissa M. Brough and
Sangita Shresthova’s article “Fandom Meets Activism: Rethinking Civic and Political Participation”,
the term fan activism is “used broadly to incorporate
the range of intentional actions by fans, or the use
of fanlike strategies, to provoke change”. Of course,
not all fandoms are inherently political and some
may never become political, which is why not all
fan(art) activity can necessarily be considered
activist. Many fandoms, however, do have that
kind of potential as “fan communities often form

and musicals. She has created fanart for many
different fandoms, including Steven Universe,
Supernatural, and the Jonas Brothers. Besides
being an avid fanartist, Jay frequently posts
sketches of her original work and also offers
the option of commissioned art on her blog. Some
of the most prominent features of Jay’s art are her
colour palettes, which often feature daring shades
from the 80s and 90s as well as bold lines and
almost mystical lighting in some cases which adds
yet another dimension to the already stimulating
nature of her works.
Jay’s pieces can also be seen as tiny yet thought-provoking acts of activism. In recent years,
she has created the most art in the Glee fandom
(centered around the 2009–2015 musical TV series
Glee), where she has predominantly focused on
Mercedes Jones, Kurt Hummel, Blaine Anderson,
and Santana Lopez – all characters that belong to
one or more minorities that have been historically
underrepresented in mainstream media.
Kurt Hummel and Blaine Anderson, an audience-favourite couple in the series, also belong
to Jay’s favourite subjects – both as separate
characters and as a duo. Kurt (Chris Colfer), often
depicted on Glee as borderline gender-fluid, has
debatably lost most of the more flamboyant fashion
choices which reflected this in the last two seasons
of the show, which may be why Jay has chosen to
underline all of this in her works. With Blaine
(Darren Criss), who has been “whitewashed” for
the majority of the show, she has opted to celebrate
his Filipino heritage as well as depict his body as
one that does not conform to the mainstream ideal
of “maleness” by stressing the beauty of his “pudge”.
Most importantly, she has highlighted the joy
connected to being queer and experiencing queer
love in her art – a concept that is often lacking in
shows featuring such characters.
While Kurt and Blaine at least rank among
the most often featured characters of the series,
Mercedes Jones (Amber Riley) and Santana Lopez
(Naya Rivera) – both female characters of colour
– have been given considerably less screentime
and musical numbers, which has visibly served as
motivation for Jay to create more art with them.
In the case of Mercedes Jones, her art has mainly

Mercedes Jones,
by Jay “tacogrande”
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leads: Sam and Dean Winchesters and the angel
Castiel) are male, changing their gender and sex
without changing any of their core characteristics
or the seemingly masculine universe of the show
– full of blood, guns, muscle cars, and scary monsters
– can make one think about gender stereotypes and
gender-related expectations.

Although the power of genderswap as
a form of activism is perhaps not as
obvious as it may be with other kinds
of activist fanart, it does hold a great
potential when it comes to raising
awareness about female representation in the media.
Depicting these characters as female in such
a male-dominated genre may certainly feel
empowering to not only female fans of the show,
but to anyone who does not necessarily identify
as a straight male. This is because Kiki has also
created fanart within her project that celebrates
the fan-fabricated “ships” (relationships) of

focused on highlighting the beauty of black
women, natural hair, and curvy bodies.
The further exploration of Santana’s character
through Jay’s art has then been concerned with her
homosexuality, her Latina ethnicity, and her “snarky”
nature – all, more often than not, portrayed as
negative or stereotypical on the show, which can be
certainly seen as problematic.

“Genderswapping” a man’s world
Kiki “Kikistiel” is an artist notoriously known
on Tumblr for her Supernatural fanart (art
centered around the ongoing action/adventure
TV series Supernatural). Although she does not
participate in SPN fandom quite as much these days,
other fans are not likely to ever forget her “genderswap AU” project where “genderswap” stands for
the switching of both gender and biological sex of
canonically male characters to female (or the other
way around) and “AU” stands for an “alternative
universe” version of the show.

Neighbours!AU,
by Jay “tacogrande”

the show, especially “Destiel” (Dean + Castiel, or
in this case Deanna + Castiel in a female vessel)
by which she has filled the gap of female queer
representation in the Supernatural fandom
following the demise of fan-favourite lesbian
character Charlie Bradbury (Felicia Day). Kiki’s
own activity in the Supernatural fandom also
partly inspired her online webcomic Idolon, which
also features lesbian characters.

The curious case of Cecil Palmer’s
ethnicity

Watching a horror movie,
by Jay “tacogrande”

“Genderswapping” is certainly not a new kind
of activity; Fanlore, for instance, lists fanfiction
using genderswap as a trope written in 1995.
While both the term and the activity can be
seen as controversial and problematic due to its
assumption that gender is binary and its
complicated implications for trans stories when it
is not specified that it is both gender and biological
sex that change, it still holds its place in the fandom
and recently found its way even into mainstream
television (e.g. the TV series Elementary based
on A. C. Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes which features
a female Watson portrayed by Lucy Liu).

Even though the popular ongoing American
horror podcast Welcome to Night Vale is perhaps
one of the most diverse projects out there (the main
character is queer, his husband is Latino, and many
of the important characters are non-male and nonstraight), there is certainly still space for even more
representation, which is where fandom comes
in. The character of Cecil Palmer (in the podcast
voiced by Cecil Baldwin, who is white) is then
perhaps the most interesting in this regard, as it is
never explicitly stated in the show what he looks
like. The question of his appearance has thus been
the subject of many discussions and even disputes
online.

Although the power of genderswap as a form of
activism is perhaps not as obvious as it may be
with other kinds of activist fanart, it does hold a
great potential when it comes to raising awareness
about female representation in the media. With
a show like Supernatural, where an overwhelming
majority of the characters (including the three

One of the WtNV voice actors, Kevin R. Free,
who portrays the character of Kevin (who is
Cecil’s double and thus looks exactly the same),
has even made a post on Tumblr, in which he
comments on this controversy in relation to the fact
Kurt Hummel in a burlesque outfit,
by Jay “tacogrande”
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Filipino Cecil,
by Japh “japhers”

Genderswap Crowley,
by Kiki “kikistiel“

Hopscotch dance,
by Japh “japhers”

Fanart Activism
that many fanartists choose to portray Cecil and
Kevin as white simply because we live in a world
“that makes characters white just because that’s
what is the first thing that comes to mind when
characters aren’t identified racially.” While he
is certainly not trying to convey that depicting
these characters as white is inherently wrong, it
does raise an important point about the “white
default” just as Kiki’s art raises points about
male-centredness and heteronormativity and
Jay’s art raises points about whitewashing and
body-negativity.

Japh by an anonymous fan. Besides his fanart and
doodles, which he puts on Tumblr, Japh also has
a blog where he publishes his more “serious art”
and illustrations and which also features many
Filipino elements.

Disputes and problematic or racist
depictions aside, the vague description of Cecil in the podcast has lead to
a myriad of different portrayals of the
character in fanart, often connected
to the artists’ own ethnicity and identity, which has arguably lead to even
bigger volume of diversity than there
could ever be had Cecil’s ethnicity
been disclosed.

What is the next step?

Disputes and problematic or racist depictions
aside, the vague description of Cecil in the podcast
has lead to a myriad of different portrayals of the
character in fanart, often connected to the artists’
own ethnicity and identity, which has arguably
lead to even bigger volume of diversity than there
could ever be had Cecil’s ethnicity been disclosed.
Therefore, one may encounter Cecil portrayed as
Native American, African American, East Asian,
South Asian, a person with albinism, and many
different combinations and variations of skin-tones
and ethnicities (or even species, as some believe he
may not even be actually human).
Japh “Japhers” is a Filipino artist who has decided
to specifically draw Cecil as Filipino. Thanks
to that, there is now a version of Cecil in the
fandom wearing a barong tagalog, sporting tattoos
in Christianized Baybayin Script, speaking in the
Cebuano language, or watching Filipino telenovelas.
His art has even inspired others to create fanfiction
working with a Filipino version of Night Vale, such
as “Welcome to Tapiksilim” that has been sent to

A genderswap re-draw of Castiel’s introduction
in Supernatural (episode 4x1), by Kiki “kikistiel”

Carlos and Cecil wearing barong tagalog,
by Japh “japhers”
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Essentially, Japh’s Filipino Cecil fanart can be
described as a celebration of pieces of Filipino
culture that many fans of the show would not
even know about or recognise. Additionally, it
can also serve as a way of representation for other
Filipino fans of the podcast who so seldom see
themselves in American mainstream media.

The conspicuous and eye-catching nature of
fan-art definitely makes it more accessible within
fandoms, perhaps also because it is not as blunt
as activist texts on Tumblr (often referred to as
“social justice warrior posts”) or manifestos, but
rather subtly helps shape people’s opinions by
offering viable thought-provoking alternatives.
The question of whether that will lead to any
actual changes in the society outside of fandoms
still stands, however.
One possible way that this might be achieved in the
future is through social media, such as Facebook or
Twitter, where the celebrities who portray some
of these characters have the opportunity to share
fanart or post hyperlinks to blogs of various
fanartists not only with those who are in the
fandom but also with casual (or general) audience
that does not usually come into contact with it.
Fanart activism is a valid way of spreading
awareness about representation and diversity, which
are both still objectively lacking in mainstream
literature, film, and television. Only time will tell
whether it will have any lasting influence.

Further readings:
Jenkins, Henry. Textual Poachers: Television Fans
& Participatory Culture. New York: Routledge,
1992. Print.
Jenkins, Henry, and Sangita Shresthova, editors.
Transformative Works and Fan Activism. Transformative Works and Cultures, vol. 10, 2012. Web
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however, quickly reject such accusations. They
believe that gaining popularity online is not at
all easy, especially since there are ‘plenty of other
fish in the sea’. This clash of opinion undoubtedly
brings about some questions: what makes the user
stand out from the crowd and do online micro-celebrities deserve our attention and praise?

“We had to earn our stripes and take
our stepping stones to get to where
we’ve gotten, and to accomplish what
we have achieved [...] Then it just
comes like that for [Instagirls] – but
I sometimes believe easy come, easy
go.”

- Naomi Campbell on ‘Instagirls’ in
an interview on The Meredith Vieira Show

Ed Gregory, pexels.com, CC BY 4.0

Life on Social Media:
Instagirls and the Rise of Micro-celebrity
By Dominika Kováčová

How many ‘likes’ did my last photo get? Has the number of my followers increased recently? Which filter should
I use in my Instagram Story? – does this sound familiar? If so, you may be on your way to becoming an online
celebrity!

TWO TYPES OF CELEBRITIES
Celebrity stories fill up the pages of our local
newspapers and magazines, crowd our favorite
TV shows and even spam our Facebook news
feed. In recent years, however, there has been
a change in classifying who should be considered
a ‘celebrity’. Above all, this change is connected to the
popularization of social media and their expansion.
Graeme Turner (2004) refers to this development
as the “demotic turn” which, fueled by reality
television and the internet, has turned any ordinary
Joe into a ‘personality’ discussed extensively in
the media. As a result, a new group of ‘digital’
celebrities has formed, which includes a number
of successful “bloggers, vloggers and ‘Instafamous’
personalities” (Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017, p. 2).

When comparing traditional and digital celebrities,
some could object that traditional celebrities have
worked much harder to get recognized and that
their journey to fame is marked by persistence and
diligence. Digital celebrities, on the other hand,
are often perceived negatively, and some people
fail to see the reason behind their success since
apparently all one needs to do to become famous
online is to post some raunchy photos or
videos. Naomi Campbell, one of the most
recognized supermodels of the 1990s, has
expressed a similar opinion on the rise of so-called
‘Instagirls’ who, unlike her generation of
supermodels, seem to have become famous
overnight without much effort (Sharkey, 2015).
Staunch supporters of digital celebrities would,

Superusers and Instagirls

The construction of online micro-celebrity is
a very interesting phenomenon which has recently
started to attract more and more attention.
The surge of interest stems from realizing that
the influence of digital celebrities is no longer
limited to social media and the online world. While
social media has always been promoted as “more
egalitarian and democratic than mass media in
a sense that all users [can] equally participate and
contribute content,” now, several years into its
existence, it is easy to observe that some users stand
out from the crowd and reshape the egalitarian
model with their number of ‘likes’ and large
following (van Dijck & Poell, 2013, p. 6). Since
the influence of these ‘superusers’ is widely
acknowledged, their online profiles are often used
for other than self-promotion purposes such as
promoting a product or supporting a charity.
This is also visible in the case of ‘Instagirls’, one of
the most recognizable group of superusers.
The ‘Instagirl’ is a term coined by Vogue used
to designate girls whose Instagram profiles are
extremely popular and followed by millions
of users around the world. The most popular
Instagirls today include Kendall Jenner, Cara
Delevingne, Gigi Hadid, Emily Ratajkowski and
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Joan Smalls (Nolan, 2015). Their Instagram profiles
contain not only perfect-looking pictures, they
also share a lot of unfiltered photos of themselves
with millions of followers. By doing so, they make
their life look both glamorous and ordinary so
that their followers can identify with them and
consider them their ordinary girlfriends. Because
of their interest in the fashion industry, their posts
are full of lifestyle, fashion and beauty tips and
they are often paid for promoting certain products.
Besides business pursuits, the Instagirl uses her
Instagram profile for expressing her opinion on
matters such as the US Presidential Elections
(encouraging her followers to vote) and raising
public awareness about various issues, such as
eating disorders, breast cancer and domestic
violence. Their influence hence far exceeds social
media platforms and with such a high number of
followers they are able to affect existing cultural
and commercial practices (i.e. trendsetting). But
first things first: how can a low-key internet user
turn into a micro-celebrity followed by millions?
Originality is not enough.
While being innovative and original in terms of
the topic or the format of the posts certainly helps,
the form of self-promotion is essential. Since one
of the tenets of online popularity is the need to
communicate and interact with followers and
a wide audience, the chances of a user to become
a digital celebrity are highly dependent on the
user’s linguistic performance and on the kinds
of language they employ to promote visibility.
The term ‘micro-celebrity’ applied in the context of
social media communication has nothing to do
with the number of followers or the user’s reach;
it denotes “a set of practices drawn from celebrity
culture that ‘regular people’ use in daily life to
boost their online attention and popularity”
(Marwick, 2016, p. 338). As a result, each micro-celebrity has developed a number of strategies
for enhancing popularity, some of which are native
to the environment of social media platforms.
The most noteworthy of these are #hashtagging
and @tagging.

#iusehashtagstogetlikes
In recent years, hashtagging has become
an inseparable part of communication via social
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media. Hashtags have become so popular that
sometimes we just have to shake our heads in
disbelief that our friend used such a long and corny
hashtag in their photo description. While the
history of the hash in Anglophone practice goes
back to the 19th century when it was “used to
denote two different semantic domains, namely
‘number’, when preceding a numerical (e.g. ‘#5’), and
‘pounds’ as an indication of mass, when following
a numerical (e.g. ‘10#’),” it is exploited for different
purposes in the present-day online world (Heyd
& Puschmann, 2016, p. 4). Online, the hash took
the form of ‘hashtag’ and its use has become so
widespread that in 2014 the word was added to the
Oxford English Dictionary (McBride, 2014). While
hashtags were initially employed to function as
“a hyperlink, allowing users to search for any
content that includes the same tag” (Scott, 2015,
p. 12), recent studies have shown that they have
developed a number of secondary functions and
become an instrument for creative self-expression.

hashtag n. (on social media web sites
and applications) a word or phrase
preceded by a hash and used to identify messages relating to a specific
topic; (also) the hash symbol itself,
when used in this way.
First and foremost, superusers and Instagirls in
particular employ hashtags in posts which act as
advertisements of a product or service. In this
way, the hashtag not only makes their post more
visible but also enables the retrieval of similar
content through search and thus fulfils its
original function. Such hashtags usually contain
either the name of a specific product, the name of
a collection or the name of a brand. Similarly, some
hashtags are used to categorize the subject matter
of the post and indicate what the post is about, e.g.
#vsfashionshow for Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show
or #ama for American Music Awards.
While hashtags are still predominantly used for
these purposes, their secondary functions flourish
and are likely to be on their way to take over. In
order to achieve more popularity, Instagirls and
other high-achieving users exploit hashtags to
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express their opinion and emphasize their stance.
Thus, for example, #imwithher was trending
around the time of the US Presidential Elections to
show support for Hillary Clinton and hashtags such
as #cute can be found below the photos of puppies
to express user’s affections. What is more, hashtags
are helpful in constructing our identity on social
media which explains the use of #fashionlover and
#model by Instagirls.
Hashtags have also become instrumental for
micro-celebrities in participating in various trends
popularized by social media. One such trend is
#mannequinchallenge which, as many know,
consists of posting a video in which participants
remain ‘frozen’ in action like mannequins while
a moving camera shoots the scene. While the
challenge was extremely popular among Instagirls
and other superusers, traditional celebrities and
personalities such as Adele, Hillary Clinton and
Cristiano Ronaldo also joined in. There are
numerous hashtags of social media trends that
users employ to promote their online visibility.
These include, for example, #OOTD (outfit of the
day), #TBT (Throwback Thursday), #like4like and

Dominika Kováčová is currently pursuing her Ph.D. degree in
English Linguistics at DEAS,
where she also completed her BA
and MA studies. Besides English,
she studied Russian Language and
Literature and spent one semester
at the John F. Kennedy Institute
for North American Studies in
Berlin as an Erasmus student.
Since writing her MA thesis on the
language of video blogs devoted
to showbusiness news, her main
interest has been in analyzing
the language of news presenting
and social media communication.
She loves catching up on celebrity
gossip and is lucky to often find
a way of incorporating this hobby
into her research.
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#instamood.

@ Tag your popular friend
When posting a picture or video on a social media
platform such as Instagram, micro-celebrities
can be certain that none of their posts will remain
unnoticed. The highest engagement (i.e. liking
and commenting) usually takes place immediately
after posting. While it is impossible for
superusers to be familiar with all their followers,
they do employ certain strategies to enter into
conversation with their audience. Such
communication can be labeled as one-to-many
interaction and does not usually last more than
two turns. This means that after initiating the
conversation in the post, the followers write their
reactions in the comment section and unless
the author takes pains to respond, the communication comes to an end. The tendency is that
the higher the number of followers, the less likely the user is to respond and, on the other hand,
the lower the number of followers, the more
likely the user is to respond. Engagement with
the audience is particularly important in
the beginning when the user is trying to drum up
followers and get recognized as an online micro-celebrity. To arouse the interest of (prospective)
fans, users often employ neutral address terms
such as guys or hey everybody, inclusive ‘we’ (e.g.
We must stand together), imperatives (e.g. Join me!)
and pose some nosy questions.
Another strategy for making yourself more visible
online is to take advantage of tagging. It pays to
know the right people and the online world is no
exception. The practice of tagging somebody in
a post is predominantly used to show that you
are friends but, at the same time, it avails you of
the possibility to reach a much larger audience
(yours plus your friends’). The posts which include
tags can be either unidirectional, i.e. addressed
to those users who are tagged in the post, or
bidirectional which are intended for both the tagged
users and followers at large. Common instances
of unidirectional posts are birthday wishes which
Instafamous personalities can exploit not only to
congratulate somebody, who is likewise or more
popular online than they are, but also to
publicize their relationship. This act of kindness
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is, therefore, often staged for the purposes of
self-branding. In addition, tagging is often used for
articulating user’s circle of friends, colleagues and
acquaintances. Instagirls, for example, regularly
tag people they collaborate with (fashion designers,
hair stylists, make-up artists, photographers, etc.)
in their posts. By doing so, they identify themselves
with various influential people and, at the same
time, expose their profiles to a much wider audience.

ONLINE → OFFLINE
Becoming a digital celebrity is certainly not
a matter of mere chance. Our daily interaction on
social media confirms that users have developed
a number of strategies such as hashtagging and
tagging to boost their popularity and turn themselves into micro-celebrities worth following.
When looking closely at the posts of established
superusers, we can notice that they no longer
use social media merely for self-promotion. They
also use them to join the debate on various
(global) causes and their values and opinions
are acknowledged and respected by millions of
followers. In this way, their popularity on social
media has earned them a valued place in, for
example, marketing and advertising, entertainment
industry, awareness-raising activities and even
politics. Their influence is, therefore, not limited to
social media but affects all areas of public life.
These findings have been supported by
numerous studies, e.g. the research by Djafarova
and Rushworth (2017), which explored
the influence of online celebrities in the purchase
decisions of young female users, has shown that
teenagers are more likely to be influenced by
Instafamous personalities rather than traditional
celebrities in their purchase behavior because they
consider the posts of their online celebrities more
credible. What is more, teenagers easily identify
with digital micro-celebrities and do not feel so
distanced from them since the strategies that
contribute to their online popularity are readily
available to all users. Modeling agencies have also
admitted that “Instafame is the latest criterion for
models” (Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017, p. 3) because
it acts as a powerful promotional tool of a product
or service. A strong presence on social media is
a must for current models and we can only wonder
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if Naomi Campbell and other 1990s supermodels
would be able to utilize social media if they were to
start their careers today.
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MNMLSM
by Bára Skorkovská

The internet connects people, making the spread of new ideas and comparison of lifestyles easier than
ever. But with all the new and exciting information comes the fear of being lost in the wide world, of
being forgotten, and of not living life to the fullest. Many people spend the most productive parts of their
lives working to acquire the money to enjoy the rest of it, only to discover that their life slipped between
their fingers as they were working a dull job or spending money on useless items. Maybe because of this
uncertainty and anxiety that affect mainly younger generations, the spread of alternative lifestyles is
becoming a new trend. One of those is minimalism and the following article shall explain the art of letting
go of the worthless to make space for things that really matter.
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Geometry and the History
Starting as a mainly American art movement,
minimalism becomes prominent in the late 1950’s
and spans throughout 1960’s and 1970’s. The movement
is formed as a reaction to abstract expressionism
(represented by Jackson Pollock for example) that
features paintings based on artists’ spontaneous
thoughts and emotions expressed through their
art pieces. Minimalism, on the other hand, shows
only the simple and essential. Its objective is not to
raise any possible metaphorical interpretations of
the piece, as it can take the audience’s mind away
from the art itself. Minimalistic paintings and
sculptures are often made of simple geometric
shapes stripped of any unnecessary decorations
and additions that could distract the viewer. In
short, minimalism is manifested in a wide variety of
art pieces that share the principal idea of simplicity.

As Simple as Plain White Walls
There are similarities between the minimalistic art
movement and the lifestyle that has emerged in
the past 10 years in America and that is – thanks
to the Internet and fast and fairly inexpensive
travel – quickly spreading across the globe.
The notion of simplicity is present in both the new
lifestyle as a system and in the aesthetic it features:
stripping everything down to its essence to express
thoughts in the most simplistic way possible, to
get rid of everything that can visually distract the
mind.
Plain white or grey walls with black or gold accents,
white bicycles, and cold marble surfaces come
to mind when the stereotypical minimalistic
aesthetic is mentioned, but today, minimalism is
more of a lifestyle than an art form, although some
people like to furnish (or rather not furnish)
their minimalistic homes in this way. To get the
general idea of how the minimalistic approach to
furnishing and construction can be exercised, the
house where the movie Ex Machina (2014, Alex
Garland) takes place might be used as an example – built from concrete and glass, with right
angles everywhere and minimum of decorations,
it evokes futuristic and clean feel. Nowadays,
however, the concept spreads far behind the plain
walls with no decor. It is about living without the
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things that bring no joy to life and only clutter the
living space, or in the extreme cases, living free of
all the things that are not an absolute necessity.
The meaning of the word “things” is definitely much
more generalised, denoting not only the physical
items, but also social connections, habits, thoughts
etc. Some minimalists declutter not only their
houses, but they also strive to make their timetables less overcrowded, their experiences more
valuable, sometimes even clearing their speaking
habits as well as their diet. It seems that in the end,
it all comes to the notion of taking control over
one’s own life through “... simplify[ing] our lives
by stripping away the excess so we could focus on
what’s truly important.”1 And just as the definition
of minimalism is broad and ambiguous, so is
the understanding and realisation of those features.

varies from person to person. In case of the creators
of TheMinimalists.com, they made a radical 180
degree turn from being successful corporate
workers, making large amounts of money, and
living in luxury, to becoming freelance writers almost
overnight. They quit everything because they felt, as
they say, that their lives were without any meaning:

are able to live life without the constant fear and
worry of losing everything, or to travel freely
everywhere they want. A minimalist mindset
also prevents spontaneous purchases and money
splurges as it forces the minimalist to think about
the joy the item will bring them and if it is really
necessary.

“We weren’t happy. And we discovered [that]
working 70 to 80 hours a week to buy more stuff
didn’t fill the void — it only widened it: the endless
pursuit of more stuff only brought us more debt,
anxiety, fear, stress, loneliness, guilt, overwhelm,
paranoia, and depression. It was a solipsistic
existence. What’s worse, we discovered we didn’t
have control of our time, and thus we didn’t control
our own lives.”

Throwing Things Away
Is Too Radical

Free Time Decluttered

By contrast, some people become minimalists
for completely pragmatic reasons: by downsizing
their homes and the amount of things owned, they

The reasoning behind becoming a minimalist

Usually, there are two possible ways to start living
a more minimalist lifestyle, although they are not
mutually exclusive. One is through a complete and
radical life revolution: that means throwing away
everything that has not been used for a certain
period of time or that was bought only for the sake
of buying something; getting rid of the things that
one does not like anymore and not buying new
ones without a proper consideration. Plenty of
techniques exist to help people discover what they
really want in their lives. For example, the Project
333 allows their participants to choose and wear
only 33 items (including shoes and accessories) of
their wardrobe for three months. Marie Kondo’s
method is based on picking up every single item in
one’s possession and asking themselves if it brings
joy to them, whereas with the four box method all
of the person’s possessions are divided into boxes
standing for: want this, throw away, donate, and
undecided. Using the closet hanger technique, all
the hangers are faced in the same direction and as
the pieces get worn, the hangers should be rotated
the opposite way; after a while it is quite clear what
was left untouched and thus may be eliminated

Just as not everybody recycles or
follows vegetarianism, it depends
entirely on what the person is
willing to do and what they feel
comfortable with.
from the closet. And then there is the minimalist
game, best played when challenging somebody else
to see how far both “players” can get – each day
of the month they throw away or donate a number of things that correspond with the number of
1
Millburn, Joshua Fields, and Ryan NIcodemus. "Our 21-Day Journey into
Minimalism." The Minimalists. N.p., n.d. Web. 10 Apr. 2017. web: http://
www.theminimalists.com/21days/
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the day. All of the previously mentioned methods
canbe combined together as well and many more
can be used.

some furniture. I own a shelf full of books. I own
a dresser and a washer and dryer and more than
a few days’ worth of clothes.
But there are three key distinctions: 1. I don’t own
excess... 2. I constantly question possessions... 3. I
don’t give meaning to possessions.4

Looking at the people who chose
to live with a bare minimum of
possessions, it can be tempting to
think that minimalism is a radical,
hard-to-follow lifestyle, and that
everyone wearing more than three
shirts is thus a hoarder
The other approach to introducing minimalism
into one’s life is by a slow evolution. Starting with
cleaning up and sorting one kitchen drawer or
a corner of a room; evaluating the things one finds
and thinking about their use, potentially giving
some away and not buying anything new, thus
making the life more minimalistic; or not
becoming an actual minimalist and just enjoying
the fact that the house is clean and sorted. There is no
guaranteed method of getting the minimalist
mindset, straining not to buy pointless junk or
simply getting rid of useless items. Just as not
everybody recycles or follows vegetarianism,
it depends entirely on what the person is willing to do and what they feel comfortable with. As
Joshua Fields Millburn from TheMinimalists.com
says: “The truth is there are very few things I could
never do. The same goes for you: minimalism is
a continuum. My version is different from Ryan’s
[Ryan Nicodemus, TheMinimalists.com co-founder],
which’ll be different from yours. And that’s
okay – minimalism isn’t meant to be one-size-fits-all.”2

Sleeping on the Floor in an
Empty Room
The most famous minimalists are probably the
most radical ones, setting standards in the minds
of the observers. People living with only 51 personal
belongings like Colin Wright from a blog called
Exile Lifestyle; people that can pack their whole life
into a bag and travel the world without a second
thought about what they have left behind; people
2
Millburn, Joshua Fields. "I Could Never Do That!" The Minimalists. N.p.,
18 Oct. 2015. Web. 10 Apr. 2017. web: http://www.theminimalists.
com/never/
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Millburn and his friend Ryan Nicodemus, a co-founder of their web page, both discovered
minimalism as a way to free themselves from
the excessively filled lives which they were
living and which did not make them happy. They
started to raise awareness of minimalism, giving
talks, writing essays, blog posts, and books, and
eventually, making a documentary. Now they have
followers all around the world reading their
posts and books and watching the newly released
documentary called Minimalism: A Documentary
About the Important Things.

owning only a pair of jeans, three T-Shirts and
a notebook, burning all their photos, selling houses
and donating thousands of books to charity; or
people who never masturbate to preserve their
energy for more meaningful activities, and
who only rent airbnb’s to live in like Ted Carr,
a fruitarian and a YouTuber behind the channel
Ted Carr from Fruitliving. A slightly different, but
still quite radical approach is living (or just making
a short term escape not to think about work or
life in general) in tiny houses. As environmental
awareness plays larger and larger role in our
everyday lives, some have decided to move into
the moveable, environment-friendly low-cost
houses built and furnished with things that spark
joy and are not excessive – to live a simple, clutter-free
life. However, these people make only a part of the
minimalist movement, because not everyone can
and is able to leave everything behind or simply is
not interested in a complete life revolution.

Looking at the people who chose to live with a bare
minimum of possessions, it can be tempting
to think that minimalism is a radical, hard-to-follow lifestyle, and that everyone wearing
more than three shirts is thus a hoarder3 – but as
another of Ted’s videos shows, the comparison is
quite distorted. Ted’s flatmate could easily be
a minimalist as he seems to enjoy everything
he owns and does not consider his possessions
excessive – this is the definition that fits minimalism
completely. There is much more people living in
houses, owning cars, and having clothes, who
embrace minimalism. As one of the founders of
TheMinimalists.com website, Joshua Fields Millburn,
writes in one of his essays:
I don’t count my stuff, but I have hundreds of
things, even after I got rid of 90% of my stuff:
I own a car. I own pots and pans and kitchen
utensils. I own a queen-size bed. I own a smartphone.
I own a laptop. I own a desk. I own a guitar. I own
hoarder = a person that possesses things they do not need and do not
use just for the sake of having them

3

However, some people decide not to change their
whole lifestyle, but only to tidy and sort their
excessive wardrobe, room, or house, influenced
by the largely popular book by the Japanese author
and organising consultant Marie Kondo (The
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up: The Japanese
Art of Decluttering and Organizing, 2011) – by
asking themselves: “Does this bring me joy? Do
I still use it?”, as these are the main questions
which define Marie Kondo’s cleaning philosophy.

“Does this bring joy into my life?
Am I using this?”
Almost as a mantra, these Marie Kondo’s
decluttering instructions can be heard from many
people in the minimalist community all over the
previously tackled spectrum. Although it is not the
only way to approach decluttering and minimalist
living, it somehow summarises and ties together
all the takes on the same concept. Choosing to live
with 51 or 551 personal possessions, minimalism is
more about the attitude to living rather than strict
rules. Minimalistic life should not feature anything
redundant, but it should not lack anything either.
The amount of items anyone needs to be happy is
purely a matter of individual choice and personal
preference as long as it brings happiness or at least
usefulness into one’s life.
4
Millburn, Joshua Fields. "Minimalism Is Not a Radical Lifestyle." The
Minimalists. N.p., 09 Sept. 2015. Web. 10 Apr. 2017. web: http://www.
theminimalists.com/radical/
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The Power of
Virtual Reality
by Patrícia Iliašová

Although I can hear the voice of the instructor, who
hands me the controllers of the HTC Vive while
explaining which button does what, I find it very
easy to forget the reality around me. The small,
rather dark room along with the people in it
quickly disappears and one forgets how they look
with headphones over their heads and a rather large
headset attached to the computer with a cable that
casually hangs above them. Not even occasional
laughs are a great disturbance when the elevator
doors open up and I find myself on the top floor of
a tall business centre, with the view of the entire city
below me, but with only a thin plank for me to stand
on. The instructor dares me to jump, but my knees
are trembling, and I can feel my heartbeat becoming
quicker, although I am aware of the fact that I am
still in that room and the plank is just an illusion.
It is not difficult these days to encounter a place
where virtual reality (VR) technology is available
to the general public. In larger cities it seems to be
a very popular business idea to offer the experience
of VR. These places are visited by friends, couples
and often rented out for team-buildings or parties.
These businesses are however only suitable for
entertainment and a basic introduction to virtual
reality, as an hour-long experience is insufficient for
unveiling the full potential of this technology. On
the other hand, it is a good way of acquainting one
self with a product that might change the future of
our society.

The History of Virtual Reality
Before advancing any further, it is important
to understand what exactly virtual reality
technology is. The key feature of this technology,
according to Burdea and Coiffet, is its “real-time
interactivity,” which can be understood as
the ability of the simulation of “a realistic-looking
world” created by computer to respond to “the user’s
Richie’s Plank Experience at Event333 in Brno
Picture used with permission of Toast
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input” in real time. This fascinating concept is
perhaps not as overwhelming for people nowadays
who are surrounded by technological miracles
of all kinds on a daily basis. To them, VR may
seem like the next logical step in technological
development, mainly because of the confusing
portrayal of it and other technologies in science-fiction movies. The tempo with which the progress
is advancing today is too high for an ordinary
person to keep up with. Nevertheless, from
a developer’s point of view, it is always a long and
demanding process for an innovative idea to
transform into an innovation – and so it is with VR.
The first attempts to develop this technology can
be traced back to the 1960s. Back then, VR was
mainly used by the military and NASA and it was
not created with the intention of becoming a product
which could be used for daily entertainment. This
only became possible once the price of computers
had sufficiently reduced, which did not happen
until the year 2000. At that point, companies
started investing in this technology and the idea
that soon virtual reality could be used for purposes
other than the training of astronauts and soldiers
was born (Burdea and Coiffet 6-11).

Virtual Reality Today
Nowadays, global companies that dominate
the technology market, such as Samsung, Sony or
HTC, but also information technology corporates
such as Google or Facebook are aware of the potential
of VR, and in the last couple of years, they have
begun investing heavily in the development of
VR headsets. For example, Facebook bought the
brand, a garage company which turned out to be
a successful startup, in 2014, for $2 billion and
released the Oculus Rift in spring 2016. HTC allied
with Valve in order to create their VR headset called
Vive which was released around the same time
as Facebook’s Oculus, and Sony launched its VR
set for PlayStation 4 in October 2016. Google and
Samsung are also playing a part in this game with their
more affordable VR headsets designed for smartphones; Samsung’s Gear VR was released in
November 2015 and Google’s Cardboard, which is
the cheapest virtual reality headset of all, selling for
only $15, has been available in United States since
June 2014.
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While some of these companies are focusing on
making this technology as accessible as possible
for everyday use, others invest in the improvement
and development of virtual reality in order to make
it useful in other fields of industry, besides gaming
and entertainment. Travel and real estate are some
of the fields which are already experimenting with
VR and will most probably be transformed by this
technology in the future. The idea is that within
a few years, it will no longer be necessary to leave
one’s bed in order to see the apartment they are
interested in, or the hotel in which they would
like to spend their vacation. It can be said that
wherever 3D modulation is necessary, virtual
reality can be helpful. For example, here you can
see the first application for Vive created by Ikea
called Ikea VR Experience, which allows the user
to try out their new kitchen before they even buy it.
However, making people’s lives even more
comfortable than they already are is not
the only purpose of VR. The ability of VR to create
the impression of a real experience is useful in
medicine, where virtual reality is used for both
educational and therapeutic purposes. There
are studies on the use of this technology for
the training of surgeons, and also for anxiety and
trauma treatments.
Still, major focus and attention is dedicated to
the benefits of VR for individuals rather than
society as a whole with gaming and entertainment
being the main point of interest both for the creators
and the users. Although virtual reality technology
is still quite new, spending on VR headsets and VR
entertainment is forecast to rise considerably in the
future, which will logically mean that a VR headset
will become a must-have, just like smartphones or
computers are these days.
But what can a VR set do for people that the devices
we are already using now cannot supply? The potential
success of this technology seems to be derived from
the fact that visualisation and images in particular
are becoming increasingly popular in our culture.
According to Peter Brantley, the image “is the default
format choice” these days. But VR offers more than
just a static visual experience. It is its ability to
prevent the actual reality from disrupting
the user’s experience which helps the user to be

The author in virtual reality at Event333

fully captivated in the game or any activity VR
offers. While one may feel that books, movies and
even video games allow them to identify with
the characters introduced in them, the simulation
which one experiences with VR has a deeper
psychological effect, which explains its frequent
use for rehabilitation and anxiety treatments.
Of course, there is some controversy surrounding
VR, as with smartphones and computers, and
many sceptics argue whether this type of entertainment
will make people even more antisocial than they
already are. Still, we can probably expect that in
the following years, VR headsets will become

compulsory equipment for ordinary computer and
smartphone users.
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The Visual Culture of the Hippies
The visual culture the hippie movement created was
a mixture of many different components which
were derived from their various believes. From
body painting to their VW minivans, from the
rock festival posters to the dresses they wore – it
is not difficult to see the influence of their diverse
and distinct philosophy. Moreover, it was not only
professional artists who lead their visual culture
– hippies themselves were the main contributors
who created the hippie visual culture that we
imagine even nowadays.

Typical hippie bus, colourful and psychedelic
Photo by Shibby777, flickr.com, CC BY 4.0

Hippie Visual:
The Art of Spiritual Journey towards
the Establishment
by Yume Katsumi

“Drop acid not bomb.”
“Make love not war.”
(Hippie Sayings)
Many young American people in 1960s had their convictions and they established a new community:
the hippie community. They wore draping, ethnic clothes and T-Shirts with bright psychedelic swirls; they had
a unique and a rather extraordinary life philosophy for their time, as they believed in the possibility of absolute
peace and harmony, both with nature and each other. The art they gave birth to, just like their ideas, varied in
origin and form, yet it presented the distinctive hippie “vibe” that has kept influencing our visual culture even
to the present. To better understand their visual culture, the following article shall explore the background of
the hippie culture. Get ready to trip!

Hippie History
The hippie movement is a counterculture that was
born in mid 1960s in the United States. Originating
as a youth movement, inspired by similar historical
subcultures, such as the 19th century Bohemians,
they believed in spiritual freedom, peace, love
and rock ’n’ roll, and they aspired to establish
their own community. They adored marijuana and
psychedelic drugs – substances which influenced

their art, music, and spirit. The hippie culture
originated in the Haight-Ashbury district in San
Francisco, California, where many people of
liberal disposition had long resided. Later, smaller
enclaves developed in other places, such as New
York, Boston, or Seattle. The end of the movement
came in the late 1960s, beginning in San Francisco
as the hippie sympathizers started to experience
increasing trouble with the police, and sensed that
the establishment of the community, which they
believed in, had failed in the end.

The art hippies created came in different forms, yet
it shared similar elements. Considering the form
of art, hippies painted on the ground, but also on
interesting different places. The common
features the hippie art used were peace signs
marking their anti-war campaigns, words such as
“Love” or “Peace”, geometric patterns, and also
various curls and swirls, which often appear crazy
and mysterious as they symbolize the inner spirit
and its exploration through LSD. The most distinctive
symbols of the hippie peacefulness, however, were
flowers and various floral patterns, the symbolism
originating from the “flower power”, which refers
to flower’s peacefulness and pervasiveness admired
by the hippie movement – thus the nicknames such
as “flower children” or “flower people”.

The VW Buses and Bodypainting
The painted VW minivan is one of the iconic
symbols of the hippies; it became their car of
choice as it could carry many people, it provided
enough comfort, and it was easily fixable, thus
it enabled hippies not only to fix their cars by
themselves, but also to play with parts from
other cars and change the minivans’ features and
appearance without any help from professional car
mechanics. Since the minivans became an inherent
part of the hippie lives and lifestyle, they took up
an important aesthetic role as well. They provided
a canvas big enough for the (often LSD-induced)
artistic experiments and they also served as
flagships of both hippie philosophy and aesthetics.
As for the hippie painting canvases, not only did
they use inanimate objects, such as walls and buses,
One of the many posters made by Wes Wilson for the concert promoter
Bill Graham, featuring the distinct “hippie” font.
“BG-18” by Wess Wilson, CC BY 3.0
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but they also introduced human bodies into their
artistic endeavors. Hippies seemed to have painted
on each other’s bodies in big groups and they had
fun while doing it; they painted not only on their
faces and arms, but they decorated their whole
bodies as well. The fact that they happily drew on
each other’s body serves as yet another marker
for their love for other people and their belief in
the establishment of community.

“The Great Five”
Even though hippie visual culture is based mainly on
communal art, many works by professional artists
show hippie elements as well. Most of the works
are shown in the form of concert posters and
jackets of music albums. There are five artists that
cannot be missed in terms of psychedelic art in
60’s: Wes Wilson, Victor Moscoso, Stanley Mouse
and Alton Kelly, and Rick Griffin. Wes Wilson
created posters for Bill Graham of the Fillmore in San
Francisco, and also invented the moving,
melting-like psychedelic font that people recognize even nowadays. Victor Moscoso created
a poster for the Family Dog dance-concerts at
the Avalon Ballroom and Neon Rose posters for the
Matrix, both of which attracted the attention of
the whole world during the “Summer of Love”
hippie gathering in 1967. Stanley Mouse and Alton

Kelly created the skeleton and roses logo for
the rock band Grateful Dead, and also the wellknown design for ZigZag cigarette rolling papers.
Last but not least, Rick Griffin created the posters
for The Family Dog, Bill Graham, Jimi Hendrix,
Albert King, and the Grateful Dead concerts. He also
created the logo for Rolling Stone magazine.

This comparison illustrates the formal influence of Art Nouveau and Vienna Secession on the hippie
artwork: “Slavia” by Alphons Mucha on the left and Wes Wilson’s 1967 poster on the right.

What makes all this artwork interesting is
the influence from other types of art - namely
Art Nouveau, Vienna Secession, Surrealism, op
art, and pop art. What Art Nouveau shares with
psychedelic art is the distinct curvilinear
patterns and the way women are drawn.
Focusing on works by Wes Wilson, they share a lot
in the way how they capture the face expression of
women and how curvy lines are used in the posters.
Vienna Secession is another huge influence to
the psychedelic artists of 1960s. Again, Wes Wilson’s
works show the clear influence in the way how he
composed the posters. What they have in common
is how one flat surface is divided into several parts
and allocated with different elements. Also, let-
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ters that appear in his works are very similar to
the ones used during Vienna Secession movement.
Furthermore, geometric patterns frequently used
by Gustav Klimt suggest the influence they had
on the psychedelic artists. Surrealism is another
style that influenced Psychedelic art in the way
how it shows strong incongruous imagery or effects.
Op art is the art “which exploits principles of
optics to make paintings that seem to vibrate and
move”. This element definitely corresponds with
the colorful swirls often drawn by hippies. Pop
art also influenced the psychedelic art in terms of
techniques for mass reproduction to “reconfigure
the images of commodity culture”.
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Duke of York's Picturehouse, Brighton, UK
Jake Hills, unsplahed.com, CC BY 4.0

The visual culture hippies created was indeed
a mixture of various cultural and artistic forms.
Influenced by the strong political, yet hedonistic
belief and other influences from previous
art scene, they created a distinct culture that
influences the visual culture even nowadays. It shall
be interesting to see how the psychedelic art scene
will keep influencing our visual culture in future.

The History of American
Animation
by Zuzana Motalová

Animation. It is present everywhere, from advertisements and PC games to feature films. Some believe that its
development has already reached its peak, many more expect that both the artform and the technology behind
it will continue to develop. Sometimes, however, it is good to look back to the history as well.

From Pre-film era Animation
Experiments to Early Film:
An Introduction

“Slavia by Alphons Mucha, CC BY 3.0; “BG-58” by Wes Wilson, CC BY 3.0
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The principles on which animation works are
derived from the same concept as film in general:
from the rather imperfect motion perception of
human brain which creates illusions of movement in
situations, where no such movement occurs. For
centuries, people have been aware of this physiological
feature and using it as a source of entertainment.
Even a drawing of a sequence of pictures sketched
in the corners of pages of a book can seem like
magic once the pages are flipped in fast pace,
the pictures start to move as if they have come alive.
The true history of animation, however, begins
with English photographer, Eadweard Muybridge
(1830-1904), who is mostly famous for his work
in the field of motion capture: he created whole
sequences of movement, photographed in real
life using multiple cameras. Following Muybridge,
two basic types of animation has emerged:
“Frame by Frame” animation, which works

with the exposition of 1/24 shots per second
(cartoons, flesh, stop-motion, etc), and “Real-time
Animation”, based on a puppet theatre, which
includes “Motion Capture” (the movement is created
by a real actor and transferred through sensors, for
example Gollum from Peter Jackson’s Lord of the
Rings, 2001) and “Rotoscoping” (a real movement
is being captured by cameras, studied and redrawn
into the animation – a hybrid technique).
While in Europe, it is Émile Cohl who is
usually celebrated as the first pioneer of animation
(Fantasmagorie, 1908), across the Atlantic sea,
more attention is given to James Stuart Blackton – the
father of American animation (1875-1941).
James S. Blackton, originally a cartoonist for
the New York Evening World, started to experiment
with the film media and his Humorous Phases
of Funny Faces (1906) are regarded by some as the
oldest American animated movie. Much more
credit, however, is often given to his earlier movie,
Enchanted Drawing (1900), which, despite not
being exactly fully animated film, is said to offer
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“an early glimpse of what animation could become.”
Another American cartoonist, Winsor McKay,
best known for his film called Little Nemo (1911)
is sometimes defined as a father of “true” animation.
There are indeed many names which deserve
a mention, such as John Randolph Bray and Earl
Hurd, and many others, but the most significance
is probably given to a younger and more universally
known artist – Walt Disney.1, 7, 8

The Golden Era of American
Animation
It is difficult to find a more universally famous
motion-picture production company than Walt
Disney Productions. In fact, for many people Walt
Disney is synonymous with animation.
Walter Elias Disney (1901-1966), born in
Illinois, spent most of his childhood and youth
creating pictures and paintings, until he entered
the Kansas City Ad Company, where he finally
found his door to animation and started to
create his own cartoons, called Laugh-O-Grams,
on which he worked with other artists, who he
knew from the company. Although the cartoons

were popular, Disney still did not make enough
profit and declared bankruptcy in by 1923.
Afterwards, he and his brother Roy moved to
Hollywood, where the true Disney studio finally
started. The first really important work turned
out to be the first full-length animated movie:
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937), which
won eight Oscars and was created using the
technique of rotoscoping, but some critics put
more significance on Mickey Mouse (1928) due
to the character of Mickey. What is indisputable
is Disney’s contribution to the craft itself. Disney
pioneered many processes which are a vital part of
animated film creation and frequently introduced
contemporary innovations, such as the use of
Technicolor and the multiplane motion picture
camera. In fact, the name Disney is even linked
with the so called “Twelve Basic Principles of
Animation” which, although originally intended
for traditional hand-drawn animation, remain
relevant to this day and animators are expected to
be familiar with them. 9, 10

major technological contributions to animation.
There was however, another artist who made his
own small film revolution – and who was not raised
in Disney studio – Tax Avery. Frederick Bean Avery
(1908-1980), known as Tax, is linked to the creation
of many adored animated characters, from Daffy
Duck to Porky Pig, but the most famous character
which he helped to create was undoubtedly Bugs
Bunny. All these characters could be, in fact, seen
as a sarcastic reaction to those of Disney, who
were usually cute and innocent. This helped to
properly introduce slapstick comedy to animation,
a step which proved to be so successful that all the
studios adapted to the new trend as soon as
possible – including Disney. 2

Walt Disney, known to be a perfectionist, based
his work process on the relationship with his
employees and for many years remained to be
the top of the animation industry. However, while
the first films are marked with revolutionary
artistic value, corresponding to the political
situation and public mood in the US, film experts
often claim that the better Disney’s animation
became, content itself suffered. 4

New technology – Computer
Generated Imagery, and its influence

All of this influenced the development of other
studios, including Warner Bros and MGM animation
houses. In any case, it remains clear, that
Walt Disney received all of the attention from
the public and was basically credited with all
the accomplishments of the studio, despite
the number of artists working there and their
indisputable contribution to “his” creations.
As a result, some of those artists chose to leave
his studio. Looney Tunes (1930), distributed
by Warner Bros, is the work of two animators,
Hugh Harman and Rudy Ising, who both started
in the Walt Disney studio. Harman-Ising
studio had also groomed William Hanna, who
later joined Joseph Barbera to form the Hanna-Barbera studio. Hanna-Barbera, despite being
famous and popular to this day, did not make any
Mickey Mouse Poster
Celebrity Productions, wikimedia commons, CC BY 4.0
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Those times, however, were dedicated to hand-drawn animation and traditional use of the
camera. Animation in the course of the 20th
century has been influenced by development of
another technology and this influence has been
increasing ever since – computers.

“Computer Generated Imagery” (CGI), in other
words the use of computer created images, has
been present in filmmaking for many decades.
Originally, it was used for special effects in
otherwise live action movies, such as Star Wars
(1977), Westworld (1973), or Tron (1982), but it
spread to animation as well. It is important to
note, that the technique of Rotoscoping - a CGI
technique in 2D - is usually considered as an early form
of Motion Capture (3D). The most famous work for
Rotoscoping is probably Ralph Bakshi’s Lord of
the Rings (1978), where the technique is used
so extensively that it makes viewers uncertain
whether they are watching an animation or a live
action movie. Another technique, called “Flocking”,
involves the simulation of behaviour of groups of
animated creatures, inspired by real life birds and
animals (Disney’s Lion King, 1994). However, when
it comes to computer animation, the most prominent
technique is 3D animation, whose history goes
back to the 1970s.
Similarly, as Motion Capture origins in Rotoscoping,
3D can be seen as a computer generated form of
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Eadweard Muybridge – Athletes. Walking High Leap
Eadweard Muybridge, wikimedia commons, CC BY 4.0

a technique known as stop-motion animation
(favourite technique of Tim Burton). This technique
involves use of puppets in 3-dimensional space,
instead of hand-drawn or cut-out figures on
a sheet of background. Perhaps due to the visage,
3D is mostly associated with a specific type of stop-motion animation: clay-animation. A great, if not
the best, example of clay-animation can be found
in the UK in Aardman studios, widely known for
their Wallace and Gromit movies.
The true development of CGI animation in film,
nevertheless, is mostly credited to Pixar Animation
Studios. Although the studio was founded in 1986
by Edwin Catmull and Alvy Ray Smith, its roots
date back to the year of 1974, when Alexander
Schure, the owner of The New York Institute of
Technology, established Computer Graphics Lab.
Soon, the employees started to move over to Lucas-film, in order to gain an experience in real film
studio. Catmull and Smith were among the very
first of them. As Lucas got into financial problems
in 1983 due to his divorce, Catmull and Smith
decided to protect The Graphic Group of Lucas-film by making it into an independent company
– which is how Pixar Imagery Computer came
to be in 1986. Consequently, Steve Jobs, Walt
Disney studio and others proved to be interested in
buying the company, Jobs becoming one of the main
shareholders, but the offers were too low and for
some time, Pixar continued to struggle. In fact,
it could be said that it was not redeemed until
Toy Story (1995, Disney-Pixar), the first
feature-length computer-animated movie ever.

American Animation
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It has been considered by numerous experts and
film critics as one of the best animated movies of
all time. Despite the influence of other American
animators and studios, Pixar (with Disney as
a distributor) is the only studio in US which can
claim to have created movies of such level, the other
“best of all time” animated films feature Japanese
(Studio Ghibli’s Spirited Away, 2001) and Russian
(Yuriy Norstheyn, The Hedhegog in the Fog 1975,
and The Tale of Tales, 1979).
Since Toy Story, 3D animation has literally become
an everyday thing. There are 3D animated movies,
such as Shrek (2001), Finding Nemo (2003), Zootopia
(2016) and others. At the same time, the 3D
animation is commonly incorporated in the
production of live action movies, along with
other CGI techniques – notable examples are Star
Wars I-III, Lord of the Rings, as well as the Hobbit
trilogies. In fact, 3D animation can be expected
in any movie which requires to use large numbers
of figures, mass scenes and unreal creatures or
inventions. This practice has become so popular,
that in some movies, the emphasis on the use
of CGI may be considered exaggerated, if not
downright tasteless. 3, 4, 5
Animation has been present since the beginning
of film itself and it went through many important
creative and technological changes, and in fact – it
still moves forward. If it is properly done, it does
not matter what techniques are used. The most
important thing is to fully enjoy it.
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Imagine studying English during the period it was considered to be the “enemy” language. Few English-spoken
movies, restrictions on books, and scarce contact with native speakers. This is what the Department of English
and American Studies looked like in the sixties when Professor Milada Franková was a student here. Now,
being one of the most valued members of the Department, she offers an insight into the struggles and joys of
a different era.
How do you perceive Masaryk University has
changed since your student days?
Extremely. It has expanded hugely and it has
turned into a modern open European university.
The change is enormous. I think it is incomparable.
What was your student life like compared to ours
today?
Very different as well, because I studied in
the mid-sixties and late-sixties. Student life,
fortunately, was open enough outside the

universities. We enjoyed pub-going and big beat-dancing and partying. There were not any
compulsory extracurricular activities because
the in the mid-sixties there was already a kind
of lull in the political arena at the university
so in this respect we were sort of left alone. Actually
– I was, in fact, a part of the beginnings of
The Gypsywood Players.
What did the group look like back then?
One can say it was pre-Gypsywood because we
were actually the first people with whom it all
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was compulsory. But I largely enjoyed my
English studies, I cannot say there was anything
too dull. We had excellent teachers – Jan Firbas,
Ludmila Pantůčková, Jessie Kocmanová. They were
all still fairly young doctors then. They were excellent
so I enjoyed both literature and linguistics – and
that was all we actually had. We had history at
the beginning but that was only a minor part of
the studies.
Was there a part of your studies you did not enjoy
as much?
What I hated in the studies were the compulsory,
all-faculty subjects: Marxism, Political Economy
– that was really a punishment for being here.
Were there any restrictions on the literature you
were allowed to read? Was anything forbidden?

Professor Franková during the interview

started. It was not extracurricular then, it was
a very enjoyable part of our intensive fourteen-day course at Cikháj. Our Scottish teacher at
the Department, Doctor Jessie Kocmanová, came
up with the idea. We were only happy to oblige
because then we were exempted from all
the teaching and studying and we devoted all
of our time to Gypsywood – the rehearsing
and, in the end, the performance. We gave one
performance to our colleagues and teachers at
Cikháj and that was it; it was not taken to Brno and
performed to wider audiences. It only expanded
much later.
What plays did you stage?
I think I was in two or three plays. One was
Party Through the Wall by Muriel Spark; another was
The Doctors of Philosophy, also by her; and then
Edward Albee’s The Sandpit. I had quite a long
Gypsywood experience as it went over three years,
starting in my second year. But we didn’t actually
call ourselves The Gypsywood Players then. That
only came much, much later.
One can suppose you are still a fan of
The Gypsywood Players now.

I was very enthusiastic about the revival that
happened a couple of years ago. I went to all
performances and kept my fingers crossed for
them. They were excellent.

We never heard of Animal Farm.
What were the differences in your studies compared
to the present day?
The studies were strictly double-subject, there
was no single English, nothing of the kind. I did
English and German. It was always major and
minor and the groups were very, very small.
There were very few of us – there were fifteen of
us in one year in my studies in major English and
fifteen who were major German-minor English.
Altogether there were 30 people in the year – and
that was already in a time when the intake of
students into the Department was allowed to
expand. Those groups before us were even smaller,
and so were the ones after normalization.
What about the subjects?
The syllabus was fixed, there was no choice of
subjects; everything in the particular semester

Not that we knew of. The syllabus had to be
constructed in some way but the students, of
course, did not know that there were books
the teachers were not allowed to tell them about.

The students, of course, did not know
that there were books the teachers
were not allowed to tell them about
We never heard of, for example, George Orwell’s
1984, or Animal Farm. These things would have
been avoided quite naturally, even without trying
to sneak something in.
It is amazing, though, that such studies were even
possible then.
It was more or less on sufferance because English
was seen as the language of the enemy. That is why
there were so many restrictions there. Only a few
students were allowed to study the language at all.
The access to spoken English was difficult. You
cannot imagine how happy we were when we were
given a few tapes with lessons spoken by native
speakers. There was no access to films in English
that were not dubbed and could be shown to us. It
made studies entirely different from what you have
today.
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I would not have dreamt of an
academic career in the English
studies then. Without the Communist
party membership there seemed to be
such little chance that I just did not
think of it at all.
Did the previous regime showed its force in other
ways as well?
There were huge restrictions in terms of how
many people could actually get in. It was very
difficult without a lot of luck and the proper
background. I did not have one – so it was a miracle
that I had managed to get in. And the same goes for
the academic career. I would not have dreamt
of an academic career in the English studies then.
Without the Communist party membership there
seemed to be such little chance that I just did not
think of it at all. I would not even try.
What did you choose to do instead?
I was happy I got a teaching job at a language
school in Brno – that was the one and only state
language school there. I enjoyed teaching English
– mainly to adults because it was an evening school.
A little later we also had day classes for young
students at secondary school leading to final state
exams in various languages; I only did English
but there were other languages as well. I enjoyed
this job and came to the Department only after
the Velvet Revolution. Suddenly there was this
need for huge expansion and I was sort of invited
to come in as a language teacher. But soon enough
there was also demand for literature teaching and
that is how I embarked on my academic career and
research.

London? A multicultural,
swinging place
Your biography states that you briefly worked as
an office clerk in Skoda London. How did you gain
this position?
More or less by chance. It happened when I was in
London as an au pair. There was briefly a possibility
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to get a longer exit visa - those were necessary
after 1969. It was possible to have long-term visa if
you had a proper invitation. I had this invitation to
be an au pair in a family of some friends’ of mine
and I was given the one-year exit visa to apply for
visa in England. While I was in London I learned
that it was possible for Czech people – after
the Russian invasion of 1968 – to get a work permit
and that it was easy enough to find a job with
Skoda London.
How did you enjoy the job?
It was a rather dull job, I must say. I worked
in the warranty claims department and this
amounted to writing up warranty claims and
adding up the sums that were to be paid. It was still
the pre-decimal currency system in England so
I had to count in pounds, shillings and pennies

I liked the job, because it meant
living an ordinary life in England.
which was a disaster. But outside that, I liked
the job, because it meant living an ordinary life in
England.
What did London look like in 1969?
At the time there was already a fairly rich
cultural mix - there were the English people but
also the Pakistani, the Indian from
the Caribbean… It was the year 1969 and London
was already a multicultural, swinging place.
For me, it was an exciting experience – it was
entirely new, having people from all parts of
the world as colleagues at work.
Were you not tempted to stay there, to never come back?
I was, I can tell you. At the end of 1969 it was
over, the Iron Curtain fell hard again. However,
I applied for an extension for my exit visa.
In the meantime, I managed to gain both
a scholarship and a place for post-graduate
studies at Liverpool University. I really
wanted to stay in England and carry on with my
studies there. But I was not granted the extension.
The choice was either to emigrate or to go home.

Because of my family in Czech Republic I just could
not decide to stay there and become an émigré – my
family would have suffered all kinds of consequences.
I decided to return – and returned exactly on
the last minute of my visa.
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At the end of 1969 it was over,
the Iron Curtain fell hard again.
The choice was either to emigrate or
to go home.
Have you ever returned to London?
Yes, after twenty years. I managed to go back
for an English course supported by the British
Council, and that was in 1989. During the years of
normalisation it was virtually impossible to go
there. There was no way of getting exit visa to go to
England just for fun.

There are always excellent and
weaker students
Do you have a favourite book or author?
There are far too many, it would make a very
long list. I have actually written about some
25 women writers in my books and articles. Almost
every one of them would count as one of my
favourites.
Why did you choose to pursue female writers and
characters?
It developed. I have always read a lot, even from my
early childhood. During my studies here I came to
know some of the contemporary British writers and
women writers, so I never stopped reading them.
However, reading in English was also a difficulty. It
was difficult to get hold of the books. But I lived in
Brno, and the people in the English Department
were very kind to me and would allow me to
borrow books from the library. At that time it
was the Department library – departments had
their own libraries. All the contemporary novels
that were donated by the British Council to the
Department were thus available to me. Therefore
I actually knew a lot of contemporary writers.
When the need arose – when I came to the
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studied at Masaryk University
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Department to do academic work and research
– it was a natural choice that I reached for
contemporary writers and women writers in
particular. Many of them are so little written
about in comparison to the male authors. But for
the most part - I liked them better.
Is there any particular publication of yours that you
are most proud of?
No, I do not think so, really. I somehow always
got very much involved and absorbed in the
particular topic that I was researching and writing
on. It links me to my publications. I really enjoyed
writing them. But whether something was better
than others – I rather not think about it.
What about courses? Do you have a favourite one
to teach?
I do not teach many courses, and I must say I like
all of them. I like the topics that I teach whether it
is Medieval or Contemporary Literature – at some
point I also taught Renaissance Literature.
Do you still enjoy teaching?
Yes, I enjoy teaching because I teach what I actually
like, and hope that the students may be interested
in some of the topics as well. I have not had any
problems with students over the years, whether
during teaching or examining.

Ružomberok, Slovakia. Most
importantly, she has been
a member of the academic staff
of the Department of English
and American Studies at Faculty
of Arts at Masaryk University in
Brno. In her academic work and
research she focuses on female
writers in English literature,
the British novel and British
cultural studies.

Do you perceive teaching as something that has
become more demanding over time?
I do not have this feeling at all. I know that
every now and then there are complaints that our
students are less interested or that we had some
better students in the past. I think you cannot
generalize because there are so many of you.
In these numbers there are always excellent
and very good students and there are always also
weaker students and those who are not particularly
interested. That is something that cannot be
avoided. It has always been here.
In the past you taught at different universities in
Czech Republic and in Slovakia. Do you consider
this Department to be unique in a way?
Making comparisons between the departments
would not be a fair thing to do because of my
limited activities there. In Opava I taught only
a few very small groups of students in one-semester courses. In Ružomberok, on the other
hand, I had lectures to a bit larger audiences but
I was not involved in exams so there was very little
interaction between the students and myself.
I have the most intensive and longest experience
at this Department. I am very happy with
everything – my research, teaching, or students.
I´ve been very happy with all of this over – how
many years now? Twenty-five, twenty-six years that
I have been here.
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Hidden Figures
NASA – Katherine Goeble Johnson, Dorothy
Vaughan and Mary Jackson.
Although known as “human computers”, their
life in NASA is not simple at all. They encounter
discrimination on daily basis because of their
sex and race. However, these three women never
give up; they manage to gain the promotion and
eventually even the respect of their male co-workers. The whole NASA team is under great
pressure as the “space race” with Russia evolves.
It is the Russians who manage to send the first
man into the space. And now everybody expects
America to do the next step. To send the first
person to orbit the Earth.
Katherine is elected to the Space Task Group,
thus she is responsible for most of the calculations
guaranteeing the safe return of astronaut John
Glenn. Despite some technical problems,
the mission is successful and they all celebrate
a huge victory.

Review
“Based on the untold true story” as the tagline
claims, Hidden Figures not only demonstrates
the struggles of African-American women in
the 1960s, but the issues addressed can also be
applicable to issues in American society today.

Alex Antropov, flickr.com, CC BY 4.0

HIDDEN FIGURES
by Anna Jílková

An American film of 2017, Hidden Figures portrays issues of the 1960s. These include the Cold War, civil and
women’s rights activism and the first NASA space projects.

Storyline
Katherine, a little African-American girl, is
a brilliant mathematics student. Her teachers
notice that and persuade her parents to support

her as much as they can. And so she keeps going,
finishes her studies and starts working in
mathematics field. Yet, Katherine is not alone,
there are three main characters to this story;
three black women working as mathematicians in

From the very first moment, when the three black
women are stopped by a white policeman, we are
introduced to the problem of racism – perhaps
the most obvious message of the film. Dorothy
cannot be promoted to be a supervisor because
of the colour of her skin, Mary cannot attend
a school and become an engineer. Katherine is
forced to run over one kilometre to the toilet
every day because there are no coloured bathrooms
in her building.

“Based on the untold true story”
At the same time, the film examines the cues for
the state of tension between the USA and Russia
after World War Two. Quoting the white policeman
who stops the three women: “Damn Russians are
watching us right now. […] We need to get up there
before the communists do.”
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Even though the women’s situation is seemingly
hopeless at the beginning, step by step they manage
to strengthen their position. We can see a series of
professional successes followed by achievements
in their personal lives as well. Despite the fact that
the work environment dominates in the setting
of the story, it is these small accomplishments in
their private lives which make the story more
human, and allows the audience to have a greater
connection with the characters. Even though
it deals with the complex and to most people
unknown and difficult topic of astrophysics,
the message of the film is clearly understandable.
When the NASA mission is also successfully
completed, the true happy end is here. No surprising
conclusion, not many action scenes and still it is
hard to to turn your eyes away from the screen.
All the scientific and technical elements are
integrated well into the script and, add value to
the film. Additionally, romantic involvements
and family relationships enable the audience to
sympathize with their heroines. The 126 minutes
run-time is fast paced as well as it passes a new piece
of knowledge and leaves you with a nice warm feeling
saying that this time was not wasted at all.
The persistency and power with which these
women went after their dreams is admirable and
gives the impression that everything is possible if
you preserve.

NASA Background
How Much of It Is a Reality?
Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold
Story of the Black Women Mathematicians Who
Helped Win the Space Race. (Margot Lee Shetterly)
This is the complete name of a book on which
the film is based. By Margot Lee Shetterly, it was
published only months before the film was released.
Shetterly drew from a long research and several
interviews with the actual women – Katherine
Goeble Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan and Mary
Jackson. So how much does the film follow
the book and depict real life events?
The number of characters has been reduced,
there has been some time shifting and some other
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“But I understand you can’t make a movie with
300 characters. It is simply not possible.”

position and Dorothy was promoted to a leader
of this group in 1949, becoming the first black
supervisor in NASA. She always fought for
the rights of the women in her group and later she
protected even the white female computers from
other groups.

The importance of this film was acknowledged
even by the NASA’s chief historian Bill Barry.
“I think that in these days, in particular, film-makers have a huge responsibility to stay true
to history because most people will go to see the
movie and they are never going to read the book 2.”

Even the real Katherine Jackson saw
and liked the film
There were some contrary opinions as well,
of course. Some astronauts and historians let
themselves hear that the film did not reflect
accurately involved people. On the other hand, in
Shetterly’s words even the real Katherine
Jackson saw and liked the film. “So I think that is
pretty much the highest praise you can give,” says
Shetterly3.

KATHERINE COLEMAN
GOEBLE JOHNSON

Margot Lee Sheterly, Courtesy of Harper, Collins Publisher,
Photo Credit: Aran Shetterly

nuances, but generally the film is faithful to
the book. Examples of scenes which diverted from
the reality are as following: Dorothy had already
been promoted to supervisor by 1949, Mary did
not have to go to court to get the approval to study
in a whites-only school and Katherine’s children
were already teenagers at that time.
“I say this all the time but the movie is not
a documentary,” says director Ted Melfi in
the interview for collectSpace.com1. “There are
little liberties taken here and there to dramatize,
but the crux of the story is true.”
“It would be great for people to understand that
there were so many more people,” explains Shetterly.4

(born 1918)
Three most important men in Katherine’s life
are represented in her surname. Her father
Joshua McKinley Coleman, her first husband James
Goeble and her second husband Liv Johnson.
Katherine skipped two grades at elementary school
due to her excellent performance whereby she even
overtook her brother who is three-years older than
her. The town, where they all grew up, had no high
school for African-American children, so every
autumn, the children moved with their mother to
a house 200km away and came back again for
summer to their father, who worked as a farmer.
Katherine graduated from college with great
honour and started working as a teacher in a black
public school. It was not until 1952 when she found
out about open positions at NACA (later NASA).
She decided to move with her husband and their
three children, and in 1943 she started to work
in Dorothy Vaughan’s team. It took just a couple
of weeks and Katherine was promoted to the Flight

collectSPACE. 'Hidden Figures': 'The Right Stuff' vs. Real Stuff in New Film About NASA History. CollectSPACE.com. 26 December 2016. Web. 15
March 2017 – link: http://www.collectspace.com/news/news-122616a-hidden-figures-right-stuff-history.html
4
Margot Lee Shetterly. Katherine Johnson Biography. Nasa.gov. 1 December 2016. Web. 15 March 2017. – link: https://www.nasa.gov/content/
katherine-johnson-biography
1,2,3
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Katherin Johnson, Mathematician, IIP Photo Archive

Research Division. Unfortunately, her husband
died of cancer in 1956.
She calculated the trajectory for Alan Shepard’s
Freedom 7 mission. Shephard was the first
American in the space. However, her biggest
success is the mission Friendship 7 with astronaut
John Glenn. The complexity of orbital flight required
a lot of time and effort. John Glenn required
Katherine to personally verify the calculations of
his flight. “If she says they’re good, then I’m ready
to go.” Glenn’s flight was a huge success after all.
She loved her job and gave it all her heart. “I loved
going to work every single day,” said Katherine.
NASA represented a comfortable environment for
her. “I didn’t feel the segregation at NASA, because
everybody there was doing research.” Her work
was eventually acknowledged and awarded. She
received the Presidential Medal of Freedom from
president Obama in 2015, and NASA named one
of their buildings in Hampton after her.4,5

DOROTHY VAUGHAN
(1910 - 2008)
Dorothy joined NACA in 1943. Before that she
worked as a mathematics teacher. She was assigned
to NASA’s West Area Computing, a segregated
group of black female mathematicians. Thanks
to hard work, this group managed to keep its

In 1958 NACA changed its name to NASA and
ended segregation. West Computing was abolished
and Dorothy, together with many other women,
joined the new Analysis and Computing Division.
Dorothy got her B.A. diploma in mathematics from
Wilberforce University in. Although encouraged
to keep studying, she decided to start working as
a teacher and support her family in times of crisis.6

MARY JACKSON
(1920 - 2005)
Mary graduated from Hampton Institute with
a degree in Mathematics and Physical Science
and then began working as a math teacher. She
changed her career twice before she started
working at NACA in 1951 with Dorothy Vaughan
as a supervisor. Later, she had to ask for special
permission from the City of Hampton in order
to apply for a training program at the University
of Virginia. She overcame the challenge and in
1958 became NASA’s first African-American
female engineer.
She was also involved in humanitarian work. “We
have to do something like this to get them interested
in science,” said Mary in an article for the local
newspaper when she was helping youngsters in the
science club in 1970s. Apart from that she worked
as a Girl Scout leader for more than 20 years.7
The fates of these three women are closely connected.
They all had to encounter difficulties due to their
race and sex from a young age. However, they
all obtained their degrees and started working
as mathematics teachers. Later in their lives they
actively defended their rights and showed what
they were capable of.

5
J. J. O’Connor, E. F. Robertson. Katherine Coleman Goble Johnson. MacTutor History of Mathematics archive. October 2016. Web. 15 March 2017. –
link: http://www-history.mcs.st-and.ac.uk/Biographies/Johnson_Katherine.html
6
Margot Lee Shetterly. Dorothy Vaughan Biography. Nasa.gov. 1 December 2016. Web. 15 March 2017. - link: https://www.nasa.gov/content/dorothyvaughan-biography
7
Margot Lee Shetterly. Mary Jackson Biography. Nasa.gov. 2 December 2016. Web. 15 March 2017. – link: https://www.nasa.gov/content/mary-jack
son-biography
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“My posting to Prague is
definitely the nicest place
I have ever been posted to”
Interview with Her Excellency
Jan Thompson OBE
By Markéta Šonková and Anna Formánková

Her Majesty’s Ambassador Jan Thompson has been in the Czech Republic for almost four years. Although she
has spent lengthy periods in tough places, including war zones, during her diplomatic career, her job in Prague
is no walk in the park either: she has to make sure that the relationship between the UK and the Czech Republic
stays strong while Britain transits from an EU state into a non-member state. The topics of Markéta Šonková’s
and Anna Formánková’s diplomatic interview were not only Brexit, but also Shakespeare, the position of
a woman in diplomacy, as well as why there are cats at the British Embassy in Prague.
There is a history of modern relationship between
the UK and the Czech Republic, dating back to
the first Czechoslovak Republic. Due to historical
circumstances, and also due to Britain’s initial
hesitant approach towards further and long-term
engagement in the continental politics, relations
have been rather lukewarm at times in the past.
So how do you personally perceive the bond between
our two countries now and how do you think the ties
could be strengthened?
I think the relationship between the UK and
the Czech Republic is really, really strong,
actually. I have found it strong ever since I arrived
here in this country. There is a huge amount of
affection for the UK in the Czech Republic, but
there is also a lot of fondness for the Czech Republic in
the UK. I am often struck by the connection when
the Czechoslovak airmen flew with the Royal Air
Force during the Second World War, and we are
incredibly grateful to them. They were incredibly
brave and incredibly skilled, and helped us to win
the Battle of Britain, so we will be eternally grateful
for that. One of the first things I did when I arrived
here as Ambassador in the Czech Republic was
to work with the British community here to erect
a statue which stands in Prague now at Klárov. It is
a statue in recognition of those brave Czechoslovak
including Czech airmen, and it is an expression of
Photo by Eva Růžičková

gratitude from the British people to the Czech
people for that bravery. It is a winged lion:
the wings symbolise the fact this was the airmen
and a lion because it was a symbol in both Czech
and British heraldry. So that was one of the first
things I did, we unveiled it the first summer I was
in Prague, and every time I go past it I think of that
connection between our two peoples.

There is a huge amount of affection
for the UK in the Czech Republic,
but there is also a lot of fondness for
the Czech Republic in the UK.
But the relationship is really quite wide and deep,
and in these days, when I spend a lot of time talking
about Brexit and the European Union, I always love
to say: ‘Britain is leaving the European Union, but
we are not leaving Europe.’ And our relationship
with the Czech Republic, for example, goes way
beyond the fact that we are both being members
of the European Union in recent years. We have
a similar outlook in so many areas; we are both
really strong free-trading nations, exporting
nations, we have a very similar approach to
competitiveness, growth issues which we work
together on in the European Union, and of course,
we both have nuclear energy; we have many shared
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HMA with her “embéčko”. Courtesy of the British
Embassy in Prague, used with permission

interests there. But also just our people are so
similar in temperament I think; Czech pragmatism
is very like British pragmatism, and also I am
really struck by the sense of humour. The sense of
humour is very, very similar.
That is true, that is my experience as well. (laughs)
Oh yeah. So there are many, many ties which bind
us, and I find the relationship to be really strong
now. And for example, we have a really strong
defence relationship between our two countries,
we are both members of NATO, and we have
just agreed 70 bilateral projects between the UK
and the Czech Republic in the area of defence.
So what I find when I go around the country is
a lot of sadness that the UK is leaving
the European Union because the Czech Republic
has been such a close partner within the European
Union and thinks so similarly. A lot of sadness,
so I would say the relationship is in a good place,
but I am going around saying: ‘Look, one thing
will come out of UK’s departure from
the European Union is that we can forgestronger
bilateral relationships with the partners we are
closest to and the Czech Republic would certainly
be one of those.’
That partly relates to my next question which is:
what impact do you expect that Brexit will have on
the bilateral relationship between our two countries?
Do you expect the relationship to change significantly,

namely in connection to Article 50 that was triggered
at the end of March?
Well, of course it will change a little bit because
the UK will no longer be a member of the European
Union. So until now the UK and the Czech Republic
sat alongside one another in the European
Council and in all the institutions and brainworks
of the European Union and we worked closely
together. Thus that will come to an end in that
form, so of course it will change, but in so many
areas we think the relationship will continue
strongly. For example, the trading relationship. For
the Czech Republic, the UK is your fourth largest
trading partner and you have a large trade surplus
with the UK. So we think that even after the UK
leaves the European Union, Czech businesses will
still want that export market and they will still
want that trade surplus. And of course the same
applies for British businesses who export to the Czech
Republic or invest here. There are over 700 British
companies who are based here in the Czech
Republic, employing Czech staff, transferring
skills to Czech employees and so on. All of that
trading relationship, we hope, will continue
because it will be in the national interest of both our
countries and in the interest of businesses in both our
countries for that relationship to continue.
So we are sure that will happen and then in other
areas as well the relationship will continue. I spoke
a little bit earlier about the defence relationship;

of course we will both remain members of NATO
and we will continue to operate collectively in that
framework. And also, in the area of research, for
example, there’s a huge tradition of cooperation
between British and Czech researches and
scientists. In the last 5 years there were over
5,000
co-authored
publications
between
British and Czech scientists and researchers. That is
a really strong partnership and that is not
dependant only on our membership in
the European Union. So when you ask how will
the relationship change, of course it will change
in some structures and frameworks, but a lot
of the substance of the relationship, I think, will
continue and we also see some potential to
strengthen it. Until now much of my interaction
with the Czech government has been discussing
issues that come up in the context of the European
Union, but when we leave the European Union,
we will want to develop a stronger bilateral
relationship with the Czech Republic, strengthen
cultural links, educational links, scientific links,
a lot of links that we can actually operate on
one-to-one basis, rather than only operating
through the prism of the European Union. So I do
see some potential for it to strengthen.
It is quite customary that individual ambassadors
have a topic on their agenda they think more strongly
about, they want to prioritize. Is there any topic or
area you personally feel strongly about and you wish
to pursue more in depth?
There has been so many issues I am trying to deal
with and I am trying, but it has not really been
possible to prioritise one. And of course, after
the UK’s decision to leave the European Union a lot
of the focus of my effort and my Embassy’s effort
is on making sure that we arrange our departure
in such a way that it works for the Czech Republic
as well as for the UK, thus a lot of focus’s been on
that.
One of the things I do in my spare time – which is
a passion of mine – is that I act, so I act in a theatre
in Prague. I am a member of an English-language
theatre company called “The Prague Shakespeare
Company” and I perform Shakespeare in theatres
like Stavovské divadlo, or the open-air Shakespeare
at Prague Castle. And that does relate to what you

HMA with one of her “diplocats”. Courtesy of the British Embassy in Prague.
Used with permission. Source: FB page British Embassy Prague

are saying because it is a passion of mine to try and
spread the British culture. I am a particular fan
of William Shakespeare, I think he is a wonderful
ambassador for the UK and a great advocate for
the the English language. One of the things I spend
a lot of time outside my day job has been in theatre
and trying to spread the beauty of Shakespeare’s
language around the Czech people. But it is
actually quite an easy task because I find there
is a huge amount of interest in Shakespeare in
the Czech Republic. Of course, in the Czech
language and Shakespeare is performed a huge
amount in Czech, but when I perform it in English
a huge number of the audience is predominantly
Czechs who have come to see it and actually want
to see it performed in the English language. That is
incredibly gratifying and nice, so it is quite an easy
task that I am doing there.

One of the things I spend a lot of time
outside my day job has been in
theatre and trying to spread
the beauty of Shakespeare’s language
around the Czech people.
You also have vast diplomatic experience with
working in danger zones and in areas that are usually
regarded as male. Do you feel that you are perceived
differently within your line of work than men in
the same position? Is it still more difficult for
a woman to get heard in the diplomatic circles?
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I think sometimes women can be
underestimated when they are in
tough jobs.

HMA in Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing. Courtesy of the British Embassy
in Prague. Used with permission. Source: FB page British Embassy Prague

Well, you are right, I’ve spent time in some difficult
places. I have spent time in Afghanistan, trying to
work on issues there, and I spent a lot of my career
working on conflicts and in difficult areas, war
zones, and that sort of things, so my posting to
Prague is definitely the nicest place I have ever been
posted to; the most beautiful and the most
pleasant and I love it, I don’t ever want to leave.
But in terms of what it is like as woman in some
of these areas, it is true that there are some
challenges in certain countries. For example, when
I was operating in Afghanistan I would sometimes
come across people who did not want to interact
with me because they felt it was not appropriate
to deal with a woman because it was against some
of their religious or cultural norms. And I would
have to insist: ‘Well if you want to deal with
the British government, I am the person you are
going to deal with.’ Sometimes there are
local challenges relating to particular cultures,
that sort of thing, which you just have to try to
overcome. And of course the British government and
the Czech government have done a lot of work
together in Afghanistan, British and Czech troops
served alongside one another in Afghanistan for
some years, and we have done joint work to also try
and promote women’s rights and gender equality,
and progress has been made there slowly.
But also in some other areas, where you wouldn’t
expect to find differences, so for example I have
spent quite a lot of time also doing multilateral
negotiation. I was posted to the United Nations
Security Council in New York, but I’ve also spent
a lot of time doing climate negotiations to try and
reach an international agreement on climate change

and sometimes I have found that, when negotiating,
some of my male colleagues or opposite numbers
tended to underestimate – I think sometimes
women can be underestimated when they are in
tough jobs and people can think they are probably
not as tough or as robust or likely to be as difficult
in some situations as their male colleagues might
be. But I sometimes find that an advantage because
if you are underestimated then you can somehow
prevail and you can surprise people a little bit at
what you are able to do or to achieve. So mostly
I would say I don’t feel particularly disadvantaged
I think, also the world is changing very fast and
diplomacy is changing very fast, but certainly,
occasionally, the differences do throw up some
challenges, and certainly in some cultures that can
be a problem.
My last question is a bit more personal. You
actively challenge the stereotypes of formality
expected of diplomats in general, and the proverbial
“stiff upper lip” of a British diplomat in particular.
You drive a 1968 “embéčko”, your two adopted
“diplocats”, as you call them, even participate in
most official meetings you host at the Embassy. You
are also an avid theater goer, as well as an actor, as
you mentioned earlier. Are you simply being yourself
or are you rather trying to tear down some barriers
between diplomacy and regular citizens? And how
is this approachability perceived by people who meet
you and work with you?
I think the answer is I am doing both. I am really
keen to change perceptions of the UK and to show
that we are not only about the tradition, although
we are about tradition too. But we are also very
innovative, creative country that is looking for
a different approach to some issues. So I am keen
to do that, I am keen to show that an ambassador
need not be someone who is very stuffy and formal
at all times.
There is a part of me that is keen to have that effect,
but the areas you mentioned are all genuinely me.
I mean when I first – you mentioned my Škoda
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car – when I first arrived to the Czech Republic,
I was opening a magazine and I saw a picture
of a Škoda “embéčko” and I just fell in love with it.
I said: ‘I want this car.’ And so I asked my staff at
my embassy to try to help me find one and they
found a fantastic Škoda “embéčko” from 1968,
which has been in one family for forty years, and
then I bought it, so I am the second owner; I put
diplomatic licence plates on it and I drive it around
Prague. But that is just a purely personal thing,
I love it.
I have my two cats that are also purely personally
me and I adore them. I got them from the shelter
when I first arrived in the Czech Republic. And
they do take part in every event and sometimes
they embarrass me, it is true. For example, when
I was first here I was giving a very large lunch
party, about 25 to 30 people, a formal lunch seated
at a table. And one of my cats jumped onto the
table and stole all of the meat that was on the plate
of the main guest, and everybody froze in horror
and it was horribly embarrassing, but ultimately,
everybody laughed and so it sort of broke the ice.
And the same with my acting, it is a huge passion.
So I am not doing these things for effect, they are
genuinely me, but I am also keen that we can change
perceptions, break down some barriers. And
mostly I find the reaction is quite good. I am sure
there are some people who think maybe I should be
more traditional and proper, but it can only really
be me because otherwise, it is really difficult to keep
that attitude on because I am at events every day,
every day of the week, every week of the year, and if
I was not being me I think soon people would find
out. So I just try and be myself and hope it all go
down okay and I certainly think many people have
found it nice to find someone who is quite normal
and human doing sort of job I’m doing. Hopefully,
it will encourage other people who want to, to take
up that kind of job and that kind of career because
why shouldn’t they.
The Re:Views Magazine would like to thank
the Student Section of the International
Institute of Political Science (FSS MU) for
their help with arranging the interview.
Don’t forget to check our YouTube channel for
video versions of our diplomatic interviews.
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Jan Thompson OBE

Courtesy of HMA Jan Thompson,
used with permission

Jan Thompson has been Her Majesty’s Ambassador
to the Czech Republic since July 2013. She joined
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office in 1990
after studying French and German at Durham
University, and following two years at the BBC.
She has spent most of her career working in
the areas of international negotiation, crisis
management, and conflict, security and defence
policy.
Her previous postings include Germany (1992–
–1994) and the UN Security Council in New York
(1997–2000). She also led work on the Balkan
wars (1994–1997) and headed the UK department
on Afghanistan (2002–2005). After the Asian
tsunami she flew to Thailand to establish
a temporary British office to help the victims.
Before her current appointment she was the UK’s
Lead Climate Change Negotiator, with a short
break in 2011 when she headed the UK department
in the Libyan conflict.
Her Excellency likes mountaineering (she has
climbed Kilimanjaro and to Everest Base Camp),
theatre (she also acts herself), and is an avid
sports fan. She is fluent in French and German,
and she is now intensively learning Czech.
Biography adapted from Gov.uk and
announcements on Gov.uk.

Brexit
Since June 2016, there have been numerous talks
about what the exit and future UK-EU relationship
will look like. In these talks, and namely since
the end of March 2017, two dilemmas have been
recurring: hard vs. soft Brexit and the question
of Scottish independence.
The Scots voted to stay in the UK in September
2014. Yet many have since then claimed that a big
part of the decision was the intention to remain
part of the EU. Thus, Brexit changed the game.
Increasingly, there have been voices coming from
Scotland that another referendum should be on
the agenda soon, which was confirmed by Scottish
PM Nicola Sturgeon. Such a step, however, has to
be approved of by the Parliament in Westminster.
Yet, May does not seem to be in favor of another
referendum happening before 2019 – after the UK
has completely left the EU.
Obviously, Brexit raises many questions – and not
only domestically. Among others, there are growing
concerns over the fate of European single market,
free movement of people, security policy, education
opportunities, as well as the fate of areas such as
Gibraltar and the state of the Commonwealth as
well. The students of Masaryk University had
a chance to ask Her Majesty’s Ambassador all
these questions and she openly addressed many
of the aforementioned issues.

Leaving the EU but not Europe

Post-Brexit Britain
According to the Acting
British Ambassador
By Markéta Šonková

On March 29, Theresa May triggered Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. With such a step, she commenced
a two-year process of the UK exiting the EU. This decision is also the result of last year’s referendum, known
simply as Brexit, where the Leave campaign won by a slight, yet decided, margin. On April 11, the acting
British Ambassador, Her Excellency Jan Thompson OBE, thanks to the invitation of the Student Section
of IIPS, visited the Faculty of Social Studies, Masaryk University, and talked about Czech-UK relations and
also about Brexit and the future of Scotland in the light of Brexit.
Photo by Eva Růžičková

It is safe to say that one of the main messages
that resonated during Her Excellency’s visit
was the emphasis on the fact that UK is leaving
the EU, but not Europe. In fact, the UK hopes not
only to continue having a strong relationship with
the EU after it leaves, but also to strengthen some
of the bilateral relationships with individual
countries, including the Czech Republic. She
further addressed the so-called “divorce” of the UK
and EU, labeling it – rather than a divorce – a new
chapter of the mutual relationship.
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agreement with the EU, which could help
replace the single market that the UK has been
enjoying for 43 years as a part of the EU.
Additionally, questions related to security are
going to arise. Not only because the UK has
the biggest defense budget in Europe, but also
because it is a permanent member of the UN
Security Council and thus shares many interests
and values with other countries, which are not
going to change after the UK leaves the EU. Yet,
generally speaking, the shape of the security issues
and foreign policy planning will very much
depend on the result of the two-year negotiations.
Nonetheless, new framework and systems, for
example of information sharing and security
lanning, will have to be set out, as the UK will
no longer be part of the single European system.
Additionally, science, research, and innovations
as well as education are areas which will have to
be re-addressed, but it is in the mutual interest
of the UK as well as the European countries to keep
good relationships going.
One of the issues that resonated throughout
the pre-Brexit dealings was the question
of immigration. Her Excellency mentioned
that net immigration to the UK runs at about
430,000 people every year which presents a lot
of pressure on British social services and
infrastructure. She, however, emphasized that
the limits Britons voted for in terms of the free
movement of people do not mean that the UK
would not value people who immigrated to
the UK, some of whom made, according to her,
a great contribution to the society.
Unsurprisingly, the dilemma of soft vs. hard Brexit
was discussed, too. One of the issues seems to be

So what will the relationship look like once
the Brexit is finalized? Obviously, it is hard to predict
at such an early stage of the negotiations, but
according to Madam Ambassador, Britons would
like to agree on a comprehensive free trade
DEAS freshers asking HMA questions
by Eva Růžičková
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the lack of clear and generally accepted definition
of either of these terms. Many seem to interpret
“hard Brexit” as the UK definitively leaving
the EU, the single market, the customs union, and
other EU institutions, while “soft Brexit” could
possibly mean staying in the single market as
well as staying within some of the EU’s systems
and mechanisms – an arrangement potentially
resembling those that countries like Norway or
Switzerland have.
Provided one understands the terms within
these boundaries, then, Madam Ambassador
noted that the UK has been clear that it would go
for a scenario resembling hard Brexit. There have
been voices within the EU saying that if the UK
wanted free market and other benefits, then it
would also have to agree with the free movement
of people, which is something the UK wishes to
have greater control over. Hence it seems more
likely the UK shall pursue a hard Brexit, which,
after all Theresa May confirmed. However,
the UK has made it plain that it is not interested
in replicating the existing models of countries like
Norway or Switzerland, but rather in setting out
a brand new model based on a wider and stronger
relationship reflecting the fact that the UK has,
after all, been part of the EU for more than 40 years.
The question of Scottish independence was also
discussed. HMA Thompson mentioned that
the SNP, as a result of Brexit, announced that
they would like to have another referendum. That,

Brexit
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Markéta Šonková and Anna Formánková during
the discussion with HMA; by Eva Růžičková

however, did not meet with an approval in
Westminster for two main reasons: partly because
the Scots just had one referendum, but also, if
Scotland left the UK now, they could not accurately
assess what the prospects were to be for Scotland
after Brexit is finalized. Thus, they would not know
what they are actually voting between, as it is not
known yet what their future would look like with
the UK outside the EU. Additionally, in terms
of trade, Scotland does four times as much trade
with the rest of the UK as it does with the EU. So
if one of the reasons for the independence vote are
trade bonds with the EU, then there is a question
mark hanging over whether independent Scotland
could join the EU and also if such step would,
in the light of the market structure, be more
profitable compared to the trade with the rest
of the UK. Therefore, she believes, there is not
likely to be another independence referendum for
the time being.
The discussion was closed with a rumination on
why certain people might have voted the way they
did in the July 2016 referendum, the discussion
on Boris Johnson and his influence over current
foreign policy of the UK, as well as the newly-established “Ministry for Brexit”, thus covering
many different topics the MU students have been
interested in. It is to be seen what the two-year
plan brings, namely in the light of the snap general
election that Theresa May announced on April 18
and scheduled for June 8, 2017, which can change
the plans the Tories had set out.

No Muslim Ban February protests
in Washington DC by Ted Eytan (CC BY-SA 2.0)

The concept of Post-Truth
in Donald Trump’s
White House
By Markéta Šonková

Political populism is (yet again) on the rise. Be it Marine Le Pen in France, the recently defeated Geert Wilders
in the Netherlands, our own president Zeman, or Brexit. Terms such as “post-truth” and “alternative facts”
have been creeping into the political discourse and established themselves as powerful tools of the populists.
So what is the situation like at the court of the king of political ramble, The Donald?

Yes, we would like to lie to you.
But without you quite knowing.
In November 2016, Oxford Dictionaries awarded
the term “post-truth” with their Word of the Year
award. Although having been in existence for
the past decade – and predated by its slightly less
dramatic predecessors such as Stephen Colbert’s
truthiness – the adjective, defined as “relating
to or denoting circumstances in which objective
facts are less influential in shaping public opinion
than appeals to emotion and personal belief,” was
chosen for its spike in frequency in the context
of the EU referendum in the UK and

the presidential election in the U.S. Quite
symptomatically, it soon became associated
with a particular noun in a particular phrase:
post-truth politics. Little did the dictionary editors
know that their winner was soon to be accompanied
by even bigger soundbite: alternative facts.

If you don’t tweet with us,
you tweet against us
The media can be a politician’s best friend, but also
their greatest enemy. More so in the age of instant
news reporting. Now, there are several ways to
survive in the ruthless world of neverending

Post-truth Trump

No Muslim Ban February protests
in Washington DC by Ted Eytan (CC BY-SA 2.0)

Tweets and blog updates. It is not exactly new to use
media in one’s favor. But what if some of the media
outlets have their own opinion and do not follow
the preferred line of interpretation of what your
administration does? Easy. Select the media outlets
you like and ban those you do not like from your
press conferences. Even better, make sure you
tarnish their reputation before you do so. Caught
in an outright lie? Not a problem. Have some
of your staffers offer some alternative facts. You
can even launch your own mainstream media
accountability survey to instigate the media-bashing
even more.

In Trump’s playground
If the paragraph above sounds like Orwell’s 1984
to you, or if you think this is so 20th century, then
no, it is neither. This is what is going on behind
the tastelessly refurbished walls of Trump’s Oval
Office. In mid-February, Trump tweeted that
the fake news media are not his enemy, but
“the enemy of the American People,” while tagging The New York Times, NBC News, the ABC,
CBS, and CNN in the Tweet. One week later, he
targeted the New York Times and CNN once again,
naming the outlets “FAKE NEWS” who are “a great
danger to our country” for not telling the truth,
ending the Tweet with his now signature
exclamation “Sad!” The official presidential tarnishing
has started.
The second Tweet also coincided with the struggling
White House press secretary Sean Spicer banning
reporters from the New York Times, CNN, the Los
Angeles Times, The Hill, Politico, and BuzzFeed
from attending a “gaggle”.1 While some media critical
of Trump were still allowed access – by which

the White House more or less ensured they could
not be accused of outright bias – the access was also
granted to some hand-picked outlets, including
the far-right Breitbart News that has not only
been involved in publishing conspiracy theories
and false news, but is also associated with Stephen
Bannon, one of Trump’s top advisors, who, shortly
before the ban took place, uttered that the situation
for the media is only going to get worse.
Although previous administrations also held
background briefings with smaller groups
of reporters, it is has never been the case to cherry-pick media outlets to attend a “gaggle” that was
held in place of what would otherwise be
a televised daily briefing by the press secretary.
Especially in the context of these briefings often
serving as a platform for verification of the
administration’s frequent contradictory statements.
Such a step, quite obviously, sparked condemnation
from key media figures, including the Fox News
anchor Bret Baier.

When having eyes and ears
becomes redundant
It is the contradictory statements that have become
one of the trademarks of Trump’s presidency and
the administration has struggled with information
verification from the very beginning. It was during
Sean Spicer’s first press remarks when he made
several false and easily verifiable claims regarding
Trump’s inauguration, including the crowd size.
In reaction to the public’s and media’s discontent
over such falsehoods, Trump’s counselor, Kellyanne
Conway, issued an explanation – they simply offered
alternative facts.
A non-televised briefing.

1

A week into his presidency, when Trump issued his
January 27, 2017 Executive Order 13769, publicly
known as the “travel and immigration ban,”
supposedly aimed at protecting the U.S.
citizens from potential terrorists coming from
selected muslim countries, the administration
hit the rocks. Instead of refuting the claims that
the administration purposefully did not include
those muslim countries where Trump has business
interests – ethically questionable as such, given
his current public service position – they
pointed to some of the previous measures taken by
the Obama administration. Moreover, the question
of the country-selection for the ban in the light
of Trump’s business interests raised some eyebrows
even among the former staffers from – equally
Republican – administration of G. W. Bush.

Sign at Anti Trump Protest in New York City
by Meshae Studios (CC BY 2.0)

However, the public and media scrutiny did
not seem to ease with the explanations that were
offered. By then, the already well-known Kellyanne
Conway became just as infamous as her statement
in defense of the travel ban: she cited a non-existent “Bowling Green massacre” during an
interview with MSNBC’s Chris Matthews.
Although she tried to soften the blow by saying she
misspoke one word and meant the “Bowling Green
terrorists,” it turned out she quoted the fake attack
to two other media outlets: Cosmopolitan magazine
and TMZ. Donald Trump himself defended his
travel ban with yet another fictional terrorist attack,
this time in Sweden, probably based on a debunked
Fox News report, confusing not only his fellow
Americans, but equally the Swedes.
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The more Pinocchios...
The steps the administration takes, sometimes
labelled as the “war on the media,” met with
opposition, namely in the Democratic or left-leaning camps. Several outlets launched fact
checking sites, charts, plugins, tutorials, or
published articles with fact-check corrections.
The Washington Post also introduced a Twitter
extension for some Internet browsers that directly
comments on, rebuts, or explains the false or
inaccurate statements, including those of current
POTUS. The same outlet also uses Pinocchio icons
to rate how much disinformation was included in
a particular statement.
Others use their public space to do what they
otherwise always do. Merriam-Webster dictionary
often educate/trolls Trump and his administration
on their incorrect use of words by making them
trending on their social media accounts, posting
corrections of Trump’s Twitter typos, making up
explanations of the non-existent words he has used,
or explaining his or his cabinet members’ outright
semantical errors. Andy Borowitz, a comedian
and an author for the New Yorker, also uses his
social media platforms and satirical columns to
mock Trump and his administration, for example
by posting pictures of various kinds of explosions
of supposed lie detectors during White House press
briefings.
Truth be told, Trump’s Tweets and his misspellings
are equally popular among other social media users
and some triggered a use of new trending hashtags,
such as #unpresidented2, which also made it as
Guardian’s word of the year. Additionally,
the action-reaction dynamics of the social media
regularly mirrors the newest jewels of the Trump
show – from his flexible interpretation of the
nepotism regulations, through the Obamacare
repeal fail, to Melania’s residing in Trump Tower in
NYC instead of the White House.

Paranoia intensifies
In the post factual age, the sacred place facts have
held in Western liberal democracies are losing
their ability to support consensus. This has been
the case not only around Donald Trump, but has
2

Trump intended to use “unprecedented”, but misspelled the word.
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also been reflected in the Brexit Leave campaign,
or in the campaigns of other European populists.
The necessity to appear likeable on TV – leading
to the importance of public appearance over
crude facts – but also the instant reporting, social
and social media bubbles, the fact that almost
anyone can write news on the Internet, media
owner-ship, marketability of information,
disappointment with the elites and political
establishment, and oversupply of often contradictory
and politically-charged data all contribute to
the political fragmentation and disillusionment
of the 2000s and 2010s.
Moreover, data no longer necessarily equals facts
and thus the overwhelmingness of information
clutter can also lead to people abandoning the data
overflow and concentrating on something that
can be so easily manipulated: their emotions. This
is where the marketplace for populist politicians,
conspiracy websites, and groups with community
knowledge, such as now-popular Infowars or
the already mentioned Breitbart, arises. According
to cognitive psychology, it seems that impressions,
once made, become entrenched, and so is
the information bias, more so if accompanied by
politically motivated reasoning, as studies show.
One such example is the fact that Trump’s voters

Post-truth Trump
believed the claims about the inauguration crowd
being unprecedented and continued believing
so even after being shown pictures comparing
the crowd to Obama’s inauguration.

Post-factual politics in the risky age
The bottom line of all this is that the politicians
know and use these mechanisms to their benefit
– to appeal to voters, but also to deflect attention
from possible internal issues of their
administrations. Not only does it mean sinking
deeper into post-factual politics, but it also
presents security risks. Compulsive blabbing on
Twitter might attract voters, but it can also reveal
state secrets. So does blabbing to the media. Not
too long ago our own president exposed classified
information that the Czech Republic supposedly
paid ransom for two kidnapped women. Thus, he
more or less publicly set a price for a human life
that any terrorist can now demand, knowing we
are willing to pay.
It seems it is high time we asked the question where
do we draw the line between populism and politics,
more so if one is the president of a superpower, as
Donald Trump currently is.

No Muslim Ban February protests
in Washington DC by Ted Eytan (CC BY-SA 2.0)

Trump in Media
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Trump: a Superhero, a Sexist or
a Stand-up Comedian?
by Pavla Wernerová

Even though Trump called media “the enemy of the American People” after his inauguration it is the media
who are partly responsible for him becoming the President. Even though “of the 100 circular print newspapers,”
only “two endorsed him”, as the saying goes “even bad publicity is good publicity”. Nevertheless, there is
a strong difference between how he is depicted in the left and right-wing media. As Margaret Sullivan, an editor
of The Washington Post points out, news makes its way quickly through the media. Quite often, the news
which is most bizarre and unbelievable is the news spread by Trump himself: “once the president tweets it, it’s
undeniably news, picked up by everywhere and re-amplified — especially by right-wing sites”. Even though
Trump’s comments are quite often based only on his personal feelings and his desire to express his thoughts
on everything he can, his sources are usually unclear. Apart from his comments on the internet, his behaviour
and his public speeches also add up to his public image in the media. How is Trump depicted in the American
media? In particular, the liberal media, and what is his public image? Is he a superhero, a sexist or a stand-up
comedian? And does he actually stay true to his words?

From Trump to Bane: From
a Superhero to a Villain
If there is one thing almost everyone can remember
from Trump’s presidential campaign, it’s that
he thinks he is “the best of the best”. From his
favourite lines – that “nobody builds better walls
than him” to Trump Steaks being “the world’s
greatest steaks”. Another favourite claim is that
nobody has done as much for different issues as
him, from equality to fighting for veterans. He likes
talking about himself as a superhero who can do
anything he wants, and do it better than anybody
else. This was apparent in his inauguration speech.
As Nicole Puglise, an editor of The Guardian,
points out, “Donald Trump has been compared
to many things, but until now the Batman villain
Bane had probably not been among them.” In his
speech, Trump mentioned that his arrival in
office had “special meaning” because “we are
transferring power from Washington DC and
giving it back to you, the people”. Many people
“were quick to point out on Twitter, that line had
an uncanny echo of one spoken by Bane,
the masked villain played by Tom Hardy in
Christopher Nolan’s 2012 film The Dark Knight
Rises”. The similarity between Trump’s and Bane’s
speeches is even more obvious in the video.

It is unclear whether the similarity between
Trump’s and Bane’s speech was desired or it was
a pure coincidence. Nevertheless, it matches
Trump’s position which can now be perceived
much more as a villain than as a superhero. Even
though Trump’s time in office has not been long, he
has already managed to anger a huge number
of peo-ple. Starting with his signing of a “decree
barring US federal funding for foreign NGOs that
support abortion” (which influences a large amount
of women especially outside of the US, as Jill
Filipovic, an editor of Cosmopolitan, mentions in
her article) to building a wall between the US and
Mexico and claiming that the Mexicans will pay
for it (even though it is becoming obvious that it
will never happen).

“Nobody knew health care could be
so complicated.”
Another issue which is being discussed now is
the repeal of Obamacare. Even though Trump often
mentioned that “ObamaCare is imploding. It is
a disaster and 2017 will be the worst year yet,
by far!” and also that “Republicans will come
together and save the day”, now it seems to be
the complete opposite. Although Trump’s proposed
health care act failed because of the lack of support,
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it was far from the amazing health care act which
he had promised. According to John Harwood,
an editor of CNBC, it seemed that “the Republican
health-care bill threatens Trump’s voters” among
whom were people with low-paid jobs. If the act
had been accepted, it would be possible that many
people who were able to afford insurance under
Obamacare would no longer be insured.
The proposed health care plan failed because of
the lack of support from both Democrats and
Republicans. A vote on the bill never took
place, it was “‘pulled’ moments before it was
due to take place” by Paul Ryan. Even though the
majority in the House is Republican, Trump
blamed the failure of the act on Democrats and
their lack of support. Even though in his campaign,
he stated several times that he “will be able to
immediately repeal and replace Obamacare,” his
statements about health care have slowly changed.
In February, he stated that “nobody knew health
care could be so complicated” and after the failure
of the plan, he claimed that he had never said
anything
about
repealing
Obamacare
immediately and he also stated that he has “a long
time” to repeal and replace Obamacare. Thus,
Trump’s words about “saving the day” are far from
the reality. Because of these reasons, there can be
seen that Trump’s position fits more of a villain
than a superhero who will “make America great
again.”

“There’s nobody that’s done so much
for equality as I have”
Even though Trump has often mentioned that
“there’s nobody that’s done so much for equality as
I have”, this fact could be strongly doubted during
his whole presidential campaign and even in the
moment he came to the office. One of the topics he
often dealt with during his presidential campaign
was the topic of abortion in the US. Trump “has
pledged to nominate an anti-abortion justice to
the Supreme Court, which could lead to
overturning Roe v. Wade, the emblematic ruling
that legalized abortion in the United States in
1973.” Nevertheless, when one of Trump’s nominees
to the Supreme Court Neil Gorsuch was asked
whether he would overturn Roe v. Wade, he stated
that he “would have walked out the door.”

Trump in Media
Since Roe v. Wade is a federal law, abortion
must be accessible in all 50 states. Nevertheless,
individual states have some freedom to choose
how to make it accessible and some states try to
restrict access as much as possible. For example
in Ohio, the law forbade “abortions of what the
statute calls viable fetuses, or fetuses that can survive

A bill introduced in the US state
of Texas would fine men $100 for
masturbating, unless they do it in an
approved medical facility.
outside the womb. Abortions beginning at 20
weeks’ gestation” required “a doctor’s finding that
the fetus is not viable.” The new proposal which
was accepted in December prevents abortions
“after 20 weeks of pregnancy” and it eliminates
“the viability test.” In Oklahoma, a new bill is
now being discussed which “would require women
seeking an abortion to receive written consent
from the father.”
If Roe v. Wade were overturned, it could mean
that the permission for abortion would be given
by the individual states separately. Every state
could choose whether they want to legalize
abortion or not and it could mean that in some
states, abortions could be outlawed completely.
Even though repealing Roe v. Wade would take
some longer time, Trump is currently doing a lot
to restrict the accessibility of abortions. As Jeremy
Diamond, an editor of CNN, points out “Planned
Parenthood swiftly rejected . . . a proposal by
President Donald Trump that would have
pledged his support for federal funding for the
women’s health organization if it ceased providing
abortion services.” The women’s health organization
“receives about a $500 million annually in federal funds.” As the president of the Planned Parenthood Federation of America tweeted in response to
the proposal, “Planned Parenthood is proud to provide abortion: a necessary service that’s as vital to
our mission as birth control or cancer screenings.”
From these points, there can be seen that even
though Trump repeatedly claimed that “there’s
nobody that’s done so much for equality as” he has,
he fatally wants to reduce the rights of women to
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choose whether they want to have children or not.
When Trump came to office, it became clear that
he will definitely not be a president who supports
women’s rights. One of the first things he did when
he came to office was sign a decree “barring US
federal funding for foreign NGOs that support
abortion.” The restrictions “prohibit foreign non-governmental organizations that receive US
family planning assistance from using non-US
funding to provide abortion services, information,
counselling or referrals and from engaging in
advocacy to promote abortion.” In reality, it means
that women from less-developed countries who
were victims of sexual assault cannot get any help
which is in any way related to abortion services
from NGOs funded by the US. Victims of sexual
assault are not the only ones who will be strongly
affected by the decree, many other women from
less-developed countries will also be affected
by it. According to Marie Stopes International,
an organization “helping women to have children
by choice, not chance,” this decree “could cause
6.5 million unintended pregnancies, 2.2 million
abortions, 2.1 million unsafe abortions, and
21,700 maternal deaths,” which are huge numbers.
The photo of Trump signing the decree evoked
a huge response as it includes 7 other men and
not one woman. As a result, the photo was copied
and mocked internationally. One example from
“Sweden’s deputy prime minister, Isabella Lövin,”
who “has published a photograph of herself
signing a climate bill surrounded by her closest
female colleagues, apparently mocking a photo
of US president Donald Trump.”
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Another example is a picture made by a French
feminist group called 52 (“named because
women make up 52% of France’s population”)
who created a photo which shows “Hillary Clinton
surrounded by women, signing a ban on ejaculation
for non-procreative purposes.” As another response
to Trump’s attempts to reduce women’s rights can
be seen “a bill introduced in the US state of Texas”
that “would fine men $100 for masturbating, unless
they do it in an approved medical facility.” The bill
“was introduced by Representative Jessica Farrar”
and “is in response to debates around women’s
reproductive health across the US.” The bill was
“intended as a satirical attack on the way that
male politicians try to make judgements on
women’s bodies” and “the bill would restrict men
in the same way that some seek to restrict women’s
access to abortions and contraceptives.” Even
though the bill is satirical and “a lot of people

Used with permission of the Collective 52
French female empowerment group

find the bill funny,” it has a strong meaning. As
Representative Jessica Farrar says, “What’s not
funny are the obstacles that Texas women face every
day, that were placed there by legislatures making
it very difficult for them to access healthcare.” In
a satirical way, the bill shows what barriers women
have to deal with which does not concern men but
are strongly influenced by them.
So it can be seen that even though he promotes
gender equality and women’s rights, Trump is
doing the exact opposite. Trump portrays himself
as somebody who does everything he can for
gender equality but at the same time, passes or
wants to pass laws which restrict women’s rights.

Sweden’s deputy prime minister, Isabella Lövin, has published a
photograph of herself signing a climate bill surrounded by her closest
female colleagues. © Isabella Lövin
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“We totally understand it’s going to
be America first, but can we just say:
The Netherlands second?”
As was mentioned before, although Trump
often talks about himself in a super-heroic way, his
words are often not taken seriously and his
public speeches are ridiculed or made fun of.
Probably the best example is his inauguration
speech and his “From this day forward, it’s going
to be only America first, America first”. This
resulted in a massive response in which viral videos
were created. The first of these videos was made by
“Dutch news satire show Zondag Met Lubach”
which “released a fake tourism advert introducing
the Republican politician to their ‘tiny country’”.
In the video, the narrator parodies Trump’s
accent and his way of speaking and does not
forget to mention that “We speak Dutch.
It’s the best language in Europe. We’ve got
the best words. All the other languages failed.
Danish … total disaster. German is not even
a real language.” The narrator concludes the video
by saying: “We totally understand it’s going to be
America first, but can we just say: The Netherlands
second?” This video resulted in other satiric videos
where the creators are ironically highlighting
the aspects of their countries which Trump may
be interested in. The creators of the Czech version
even went so far as to ask that “America first but
the Czech Republic fifty first.” Even though Trump
wanted to aim high during his inauguration
speech, one of the visible consequences it had is
that he became a source of material for many
comedians all over the world.

“We speak Dutch. It's the best
language in Europe. We've got the
best words. All the other languages
failed.”
His inauguration speech is not the only source
of inspiration for comedians, basically his entire
administration is a fruitful source for satirists.
One of the most best parodies of the Trump
administration in the US is a series of skits made
by Saturday Night Live. Donald Trump played by
Alec Baldwin, White House press secretary Sean
Spicer by Melissa McCarthy and Ivanka Trump by
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Scarlett Johansson. The skits make fun of several
topics related to Trump and his administration,
starting with the “the president’s ‘tiny hands’ to
the Russia scandal.” While Sean Spicer made
the comment “it was funny” but that Melissa
MacCarthy “was a little bit too exaggerated,”
Donald Trump commented several times on his
Twitter account that “it is a totally one-sided,
biased show - nothing funny at all” and that
“the Baldwin impersonation just can’t get any
worse.” Even though the show may seem like
something that only tries to ridicule Trump,
it is not its main goal. Its main goal is “to make
a funny reflection on what’s happening.” But
probably, Trump is not able to accept the facts
that anyone can make fun of him and that not
everyone takes him seriously.
Apart from the skits and videos parodying Trump,
there are many other parodies of Trump and his
administration. Apart from memes which quite
often contrast Trump with either Barack Obama
or Justin Trudeau, there are also many cartoons
which parody Trump’s relationships with women
or his rude behaviour.
Even though Donald Trump does not like being
parodied and does not accept direct criticism or
criticism in a form of parodies, his behaviour and
his statements are a great source of inspiration for
many comedians from all around the world.

Still a hero ... for some
While Donald Trump is often criticized by
the media, he is still a hero for some of them. As
John Oliver pointed out in one of the episodes
of his show Last Week Tonight with John Oliver,
Trump’s favourite sources of information include
media such as Breitbart or InfoWars. In those two
and a few other conservative media, Trump is still
seen as a hero, which is in strong contrast to his
portrayal in liberal media.
In contemporary media, there can be several
examples of how differently the same facts are
seen by conservative and liberal media. For
example in National Review, a conservative
magazine, Dennis Prager, an editor of the media,
praises Trump because he has honoured his
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promises. Ironically, many of the facts which
Prager mentions are the key elements which
liberal media criticize. Prager mentions
that Trump “has appointed as secretary of
education a woman who, as a billionaire, could
easily have devoted her life to enjoying her wealth,
but instead has fought for American students and
their parents to be able to choose their schools just
as the wealthy do.” Nevertheless, the appointment
of Betsy DeVos is often criticized by liberal
media for “her support of charter schools, which
are publicly funded and set up by teachers, parents,
or community groups, outside the state school
system.” John Oliver even dedicated one episode
of his show to charter schools and explained why
they are so problematic. Another point which
Dennis Prager highlights about Trump in his
article is that “by building a wall along our
southern border, he is reasserting the belief that
America actually has borders.” Nevertheless,
Trump also claimed that he will make
Mexico pay for it and judging from the
current situation, there is no chance that Trump
will be able to do that. Prager then adds a
few other examples why Trump should be
appreciated for his presidency. He concluded
the whole article by saying: “If you live among
liberals, it is not chic to express support for President
Trump. But it is time more of us did so. If people
abandon you because you support this president,
they weren’t serious friends to begin with. And,
sorry to say, they aren’t worthy of you. Somehow
you have been able to look beyond their
support for the America – and West-destroying Left. But they can’t look beyond your
support for the first conservative president in a
generation – and the gutsiest perhaps ever.” Even
though Prager’s article is only one of several others
where Trump is highly praised for his presidency,
it very clearly shows that even though Trump is
often criticized by liberal media, the same facts are
highly praised by conservative media.
Although not all of Trump’s attempts succeeded,
when he fails, his fails are quite often blamed
on somebody else by conservative media. This
can be seen very clearly after the proposal of his
health care reform did not manage to get enough
support. As The Washington Post pointed out,
“when lack of support compelled Republicans to
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cancel Friday’s scheduled vote on a health-care
policy overhaul, it did not take long for Breitbart
News to lay the blame at the feet of House Speaker
Paul Ryan.” The headline of the article was “House
GOP Leaders Pull Paul Ryan’s Obamacare 2.0 Bill
Off Floor Again” and the article made it look like
“Ryan, not President Trump, owned this bill and
therefore this failure.”
As was mentioned in the previous parts, even
though Trump is often criticized by liberal media,
for many Conservatives, he is still seen as “the
hero we needed,” as Red State, a Conservative blog,
describes him.

Who is he?
Even though Trump is fond of describing himself
as a person who is the greatest at everything and
who does more for the others than anybody else,
when comparing the public image he tries to create
of himself and his real acts, there is an enormous
contrast. Not only does he do quite a lot to reduce
the rights of women but he is also slowly destroying
such important acts such as the Affordable Health
Care for America Act. He is also not able to accept
any kind of criticism, which quite often results
in his acts and statements being parodied. Even
to these parodies, he acts with anger and he feels
like he is a victim of unfair representation by the
media. If he fails at something, he tries to blame
it on others, as could be seen in the failure of his
proposed health care plan for which he blamed the
Democrats.
For these reasons, Trump can be considered to be
more a stand-up comedian who cannot be taken
seriously and who can be made fun of than
a serious politician who is supposed to be the most
powerful leader in the world. He is also definitely
not a hero who will save everything and who is
doing as much as he can for everyone because he
tries to diminish the rights of several social groups.
Even as Trump’s advisor Anthony Scaramucci
himself said about Trump: “don’t take him literally,
take him symbolically” and that’s the only thing you
can actually do. In spite of all these facts, for many
Conservatives, he still will be perceived as “the hero
we needed.”
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Letter from Abroad:
Greetings from Washington

Bellingham Bay Courtesy of Denisa Krásná

by Natália Poláková

In the first place, I don’t want you to get confused.
I am writing from Bellingham, in the State of
Washington, home to Western Washington
University, not Washington D.C., home to President
Trump. This place rather wants to distance itself
from Trump – but I will get to politics a bit later.
To give you an idea, Bellingham is situated in
the Pacific Northwest (PNW), halfway between
Seattle and Vancouver, Canada. For those who have
read or seen the popular series Twilight, which
takes place further south, the weather is exactly as
gloomy as described in the books. Being a small town
with roughly 85,000 inhabitants, Bellingham is
observably less diverse, speaking in cultural and
ethnic terms, than American larger towns or cities on
the west coast such as Seattle or Portland, Oregon.
Some of my friends keep asking me why I decided
to do an exchange program here at Western.
Honestly, I have never been a huge US fan but
I believe the quality of education matters, and for
Economics degrees, the US is a well-respected place
to study. But I limited my choice of universities to
either the west or northeast coast. For a continental

European, it is exciting to live on the coast and
generally, the people from coastal areas tend to be
very open-minded, politically and culturally.
“But it is at the end of the world and you don’t
have an American accent,” a friend of mine
commented. Well, it didn’t take me long to brush
up my American vocabulary and my accent has
gradually become hybrid. Above all, my friend
was right. Washington is quite far away from, what
I call, mainstream states. By mainstream states,
I refer to flyover states such as Midwest being
mostly marked as “red”. In these turbulent times, it
really is a big advantage. Wonder why?
Washington is considered one of the most liberal
states in the US. It legalized marihuana in 2012
and substantially reduced tuition fees attracting
many out-of-state students. Currently, it has
the highest minimum wage in the US and especially, the political spectrum is characterized as “blue”.
More than a half voted for Clinton in the 2016
presidential elections and a few old folks in the pub
would argue that “nobody in Bellingham actually
voted for Trump”. Just to be precise, in Bellingham,

35.8 per cent voted Republican. Trump has been a
top issue among my fellow students and professors
for the past four months. The majority of them
hold negative views about the current state of the US
politics and the only thing they want to hear from
me is criticism of Trump’s policies from a European
perspective. “You are lucky. You are European. You
don’t have to live in this mess,” said one of my most
skeptic professors openly in class.

Washington is considered one of
the most liberal states in the US. It
legalized marihuana in 2012 and
substantially reduced tuition fees
attracting many out-of-state students.
Currently, it has the highest minimum
wage in the US and especially, the
political spectrum is characterized as
“blue”.
However, I think most people have already come to
terms with the fact that Mr Trump is the lawfully
elected president. It was January and February that
were particularly intense months, with students
organizing one protest after another gathering in
the middle of the campus square holding protest
signs saying “You are not my president” or “Respect
my body”. There were several anti-Trump protests
organized by different communities like Western’s
LGBT community and foreign students’ association.
Western students are generally very active and
socially aware. Wouldn’t you like to join them for
a muffin or brownie?
Not only Western students, but also locals in
Bellingham have initiative to organize protest
movements. On January 21, I decided to join
Women’s March in Bellingham downtown. It
was one of the most important marches the town
has seen with more than 10,000 people taking
part, which was an incredible success given
the population of the town. March for Science to
show support for science funding, cut by the current
administration, is scheduled on April 22 but it

Bellingham downtown
Courtesy of Denisa Krásná

is unlikely to sweep the streets with the same
magnitude as the Women’s March did.
Moreover, not only students, but also university
staff publicly expressed their concerns over Trump’s
policies. Particularly, the day after Trump issued
the executive order banning entry for 90 days by
citizens from predominately Muslim countries,
I received an inspiring email from Western’s
President Randhawa, originally from Pakistan.
He pointed out: “Our country and our world are
better places because so many people from other

I think most people have already
come to terms with the fact that
Mr Trump is the lawfully elected
president.
nations choose to pursue their higher education
experience here. Some stay because of their belief
in the values of this great nation and they enhance
our quality of life here, while others return home
to do the same.” I certainly agree with Mr Randhawa
that it is the inflow of intellectuals and highly
educated individuals irrespective of their background
that makes America a great country for study.
Indeed, the teaching staff at Western’s Economics
department is very international with professors
originally from countries like Iran or Turkey.
Western is a medium-sized university with around
15,000 students, most of them being in-state
students. It is known for a small class size averaging
twenty to maximum thirty people. Western runs
on a quarter-based academic year and we usually
take three to four classes per quarter. Unlike the
Czech system, the class usually meets two or three
times per week, workload is generally much higher
and courses are narrowly focused. The final grade
is based on multiple papers, homework sets,
midterm and final exams, and some professors give
an option of earning an extra credit by attending
a conference or special lecture series in the library.
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Western covered in snow Courtesy of Denisa Krásná

The final exam itself may represent only 30 per cent
of your grade, which forces the students to work
equally hard throughout the quarter.

I certainly agree with Mr Randhawa
that it is the inflow of intellectuals
and highly educated individuals
irrespective of their background that
makes America a great country for
study.
Interestingly, I learned that Western is one of few
universities that awards a degree in social justice,
which in effect, makes the university a perfect hub
for LGBT groups and minorities. This is reflected
in many social action events taking place in
Bellingham such as Human Rights Film
Festival screening documentaries about social issues
neglected by the US government. Cascadia
International Women’s Film Festival scheduled next
week is another prominent social event I plan to attend.
Professors are easy-going and students are on
a first-name basis with them. During a short break
in a lecture, they may stir up the atmosphere by
showing some extracts from the Daily Show with
Jon Stewart or Big Bang Theory. The professors are
quite accessible, encouraging students to meet up
during their office hours. Some of their office hours
serve as a collective “catch-up” and the students
should feel free to share their opinions or ask
questions in a small group of roughly five people.
What you don’t see in the Czech Republic are
students coming to class in yoga pants, sweaty
workout clothes, even pyjamas or wearing socks
in flip flops, which is ultimately becoming very
fashionable here. Other kids resemble a bunch of
hipsters smoking weed on their way to the campus.
More than 90 percent have a part-time job and
usually work in Starbucks, Subway or other cafes,
restaurants and offices located on the campus. It is
Photo Documentation of Women’s March in Bellingham
Courtesy of Denisa Krásná

always easier to have a campus job because your
supervisors are “schedule-friendly” and assign
you shifts doable within your schedule. It doesn’t,
however, mean it is easy to get one. After three
months, I finally found an internship in economics
at a university research center, which will keep me
busy until the end of my stay.
Beside their jobs, students socialize in student
clubs and associations. There are over two hundred
clubs in total ranging from sports, dance, foreign
languages to for example, Political Economy Club,
Socialist Alternative, Anime or a hedgehog club.
If you are wondering what a hedgehog club looks
like, it is a weekly meeting of hedgehogs and their
owners. I personally joined the hiking club to see
national parks around Bellingham because they are
difficult to access without a car. Most students have
their own cars but I met very few with a genuine
passion for hiking. I have also been to Spanish and
French clubs but since Americans are not exactly
the best foreign language learners in the world,
I went to these clubs only once.

What you don’t see in the Czech
Republic are students coming to
class in yoga pants, sweaty workout
clothes, even pyjamas or wearing
socks in flip flops, which is ultimately
becoming very fashionable here.
What is the best thing that has happened at
Western so far? The best days at Western are snow
days and the best message you can possibly get at
6am is the one saying the classes are cancelled due
to hazardous weather conditions. By hazardous
weather conditions, I mean the few fresh inches
of snow we got in early February. Given the fact
that having winter tires is as rare as the snow itself,
“only those persons designated as ‘essential’ need
to report to work”. Spending the morning sliding
down the hill and playing in snow was definitely
more fun than a class at 8am.
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Matchbox camera (the sloth works as a shutter)

Taking Pictures with a
Matchbox
by Helena Brunnerová

That day I spent the morning photoshopping walls (which is a part of my job), and the afternoon and evening
translating a text on the history of photography; at 11 p.m., as I watched white smoke rising from my battery
charger, I felt inspired to try an alternative to digital. I wanted a reliable camera that does not need electricity
or Photoshop. So I decided to build it myself.
A matchbox camera works on the principle
of camera obscura – a natural optical phenomenon
which has been known about for thousands of years.
It can be observed in caves as well as in human-created environments such as in a light-tight box
or a room which has a small opening to allow
light to get in. The light coming in through only
one crack or hole then forms an upside down and
reversed image of the outside world on the wall
opposite the opening. To turn camera obscura into
a camera, you just need a light sensitive material
(such as film or sensor) to capture the projected
image.
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the opening – the smaller the opening, the sharper
the images and the longer the times of exposure:
for film with ISO 100, it is around 5-10s on a sunny
day, 30s on an overcast day and minutes or even
hours indoors and at night. It takes a lot of guessing
and experimentation but once you are happy with
your exposure, the opening can be closed and
the exposed piece of film rewound into the other
cartridge. It is possible to take around 30 exposures
on one roll of film. Then you can either take the
film into a lab or develop it yourself (you only need
a developing tank, two chemicals: developer and
fixer, a sink and about 15 minutes of time).

have never lost their place in the world of
photography. Sally Mann, one of the best known
contemporary fine-art photographers, keeps using
the tedious 19th century technique of collodion
process and the Czech photographer Miroslav
Tichý created his famous body of work in the second
half of the 20th century exclusively with home
made cameras (created from road asphalt, toilet
paper rolls and the like). Only a few years ago,
non-digital techniques have experienced a revival
among amateurs with “hipster“ cameras, such as
plastic “toy cameras” Holga and Diana, Polaroid
cameras and old analogue SLRs; there are
dozens of YouTube videos on matchbox cameras
and many users of digital techniques are adding
filters during post-processing to give their images
a more retro look. Although these cameras cannot
compete with modern DSLRs when it comes to
speed, control and optical quality, their playfulness
and the need for experimenting gives them a certain
unique charm.
The pictures for this
article have been taken
by a matchbox camera
created out of match-box, little piece of
tinfoil, one paper clip,
electric tape and two
film cartridges – one
containing film and
one empty. Developed
at home.

Although this camera is indeed very primitive
and its optical qualities are rather horrendous by
today’s standards, film and pre-film techniques

The body of a matchbox camera is, as the name
suggests, a matchbox to which two film cartridges
are connected on either side. One cartridge
contains film which runs through the matchbox into the empty cartridge. The inside of
the camera and cartridges must be perfectly light-tight, which can be quickly done with electrical
tape; the opening (easily created by cutting a large
hole into the match box which is then covered with
a tin foil which has a tiny hole made by a pin in
it) can be covered by a piece of cardboard or any
other material which can be easily removed.
To make an exposure, you remove the cover of
Staircase in the Department of English and American Studies

All you need to make a camera

